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ABSTRACT 
A hemispherical constant volume drop with forced internal 
circulation was considered as a model approximating a real drop at a 
similar stage of formation. It was proposed that ordered flow patterns 
of interfacial circulation which have been observed experimentally on 
the surface of such a drop are a manifestation of hydrodynamic 
instability, which was affected by internal flow conditions within the 
drop and by the properties of the interface. A simplified mathematical 
model was analyzed in order to detail the mechanism for the onset of 
interfacial circulation from a non-circulatory basic state. 
A mathematical description of the steady basic state was obtained 
by solving the Navier-Stokes equation written in terms of a meridian 
plane stream function, assuming axial symmetry. The resulting non­
linear partial differential equation was reduced to a set of non-linear 
ordinary differential equations by means of an appropriate Legendre 
polynomial series representation and was solved numerically using a 
quasilinearization technique. The solution gave flow patterns which 
were obviously similar to those observed experimentally. The change in 
flow patterns was computed and analyzed for different Reynolds numbers 
and for different interfacial properties such as the surface-tension 
gradient and the surface viscosity. 
The stability analysis was carried out using linear theory to 
develop a stability criterion which provided a sufficient condition for 
an unstable regime. This stability calculation was different from the 
V 
usual stability problems because the basic flow depended upon two 
spatial coordinates and also upon the Reynolds number. These differences 
made it necessary to solve the linearized perturbation equations by 
representing the disturbance flow in terms of a toroidal-poloidal field 
and using an appropriate spherical harmonic series representation of the 
defining scalars. The smallest eigenvalues for the system were then 
obtained as a function of the Reynolds number. The magnitude of these 
minimum eigenvalues decreased rapidly when the basic flow became fully 
developed, and the critical Reynolds numbers at which the system becomes 
unstable were calculated for fully developed rotational flow. These 
critical Reynolds numbers decreased with increasing surface-tension 
gradient and surface diffusivity. 
The stability problem for this system was also formulated using the 
energy theory. An application of the variational technique for computing 
improved results for universal stability showed that the same Euler-
Lagrange equation as that obtained for perturbations in a closed fluid 
flow could be used to obtain a stability criterion. However, a specific 
calculation was not carried out by this method. 
vi 
NOMENCLATURE 
Values of Legendre polynomials of n-th order at 6 = 0. 
\n' "tn" Sm.' "m.' "lam- Constants defined in 
terms of integrals of Legendre polynomials in basic 
flow calculation. 
S iLxx 
a. Shorthand notation for a. 1 1 
aT^  ^ Constants defined in terms of integrals of associated 
Legendre polynomials in linear stability calculation. 
C^  Coefficient constants in basic flow equations. 
'^ in* ^ n' ^£n* ^ Jln Coefficient constants in linear stability equations. 
c = c^  + ic^  Initial disturbance growth rate. 
c Surfactant concentration in bulk fluid. 
o 
Surface diffusivity. 
4 2 2 2 4 
D, P, D^ , E , L , L^ , L^  Differential operators with respect to r. 
D Strain rate tensor for basic flow. 
E, 3E Drop volume and its boundary. 
F(r) 5 rf(r)dr 
o 
f^ (r), f^ (r), f(r) Velocity distribution of basic flow ac 0 = . 
G^ (^r) Coefficient functions in basic flow equations. 
g^ (r) Coefficient functions for basic flow series expansion. 
H^ n(r) (r) Coefficient functions in linear stability equations. 
vii 
h(r) Collection of hydrodynamically admissible vectors. 
ITR Order of disturbance flow spherical harmonic series 
truncation. 
Flux of surfactants at interface in normal direction. 
K Kinetic energy of disturbance flow, 
k Proportional constant between surface-tension and 
interfacial surfactant concentration. 
M = m» Re 
m Wave number in the circumferential direction. 
Nt Order of basic flow Legendre polynomial series 
truncation. 
P^ (6) 2th order Legendre polynomial. 
P™(0) Associated Legendre polynomial. 
R Drop radius. 
Re Reynolds number. 
Re^  ^ Critical Reynolds number. 
r Dimensionless radial coordinate. 
r Position vector. 
S^ , Surface-tension gradient groups. 
Surface viscosity group. 
S(r) Poloidal field for disturbance flow. 
S™(r) Poloidal field for defining scalar S^ (r)Y™(e, (j)). 
T(r) Toroidal field for disturbance flow. 
viii 
T™(r) Toroidal field for defining scalar T^ (r)Y^ (e, 4»). 
Û(r, 9) Basic flow. 
u(r, 0, (Ji) Disturbance flow. 
V Maximum basic flow velocity at the center nozzle. 
v(r, 8, 4) s Û + Û 
Y^ (6, <|)) Spherical harmonic. 
Y^ (r) Dependent variable for numerical scheme, 
a Stability group. 
r(6) Interfacial surfactant concentration, 
r Interfacial surfactant concentration at 6 = 6 . 
V Dimensionless surface tension. 
6 . ., 6 - - Kronecker delta. 
V * Lagrange multiplier for maximum problem. 
Ç(r, t) Lagrange multiplier for problem. 
X Eigenvalue for linear stability calculation, 
y Viscosity. 
p Density. 
c Surface tension. 
$(r) Defining scalar for toroidal field. 
Nt 
<p(r) = F(r) + E A g (r) 
Z SL Z 
W(r) Defining scalar for poloidal field. 
ijj(r, 9) Stream function for basic flow. 
V, Gradient and Laplacian operators. 
Subscripts 
ix 
d d 
~r~ or -— dr dx 
d 
de 
Basic state. 
Deviation. 
Equilibrium. 
Imaginary number. 
Normal direction. 
Real number or r-component in spherical coordinates. 
Surface. 
6-component in spherical coordinates. 
(|i-component in spherical coordinates. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Numerous experimental and theoretical studies have been reported on 
the behavior of single drops (83). In the field of chemical engineering 
the necessity of a more fundamental understanding of the mass-transfer 
mechanism in extraction equipment has changed the research emphasis in 
this subject from trying to correlate the terminal conditions of 
extraction equipment to studies of hydrodynamics and transport phenomena 
in single drops. Despite the voluminous amount of work, however, it is 
still not obvious that knowledge obtained from observations on the 
performance of individual drops can be directly applied to complex 
extraction operations in actual extraction equipment. However, this 
approach still appears to be the best way to gain knowledge that will 
lead to better mass-transfer models. Progress is slow because of the 
complexity of the problem. 
In most extraction processes, drops form, separate, rise or fall 
through a continuous medium, and coalesce exchanging momentum and mass in 
the process. Transfer mechanisms in each of these stages are too 
complicated to be treated as a single problem, and the study of single 
drops has traditionally been divided into several categories according to 
the stage of drop life with which the study is concerned. The most 
common practice is to consider three stages as proposed by Licht and 
Conway (49): formation, rising or falling, and coalescence. 
Of these three stages, the elemental process of mass transfer during 
the rising or falling period has been studied most extensively. In 
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particular, fluid motion inside the drop has received much attention 
because of its pronounced effect on the rate of mass transfer. Elarly in 
1912, Hadamard developed a mathematical description of this motion 
by deriving a stream function for a toroidal flow pattern inside the drop 
which results from the frictional resistance of a surrounding medium. 
The Hadamard solution was used by later investigators such as Kronig and 
Brink (45) and Handlos and Baron (32) to predict the higher effective 
diffusion coefficients necessary to explain the increased mass transfer 
rates for drops with internal circulation. On the other hand, Levich (48) 
considered the effects of the presence of surfactants on the Hadamard 
solution, and Hauang and Kintner (33) introduced the presence of 
surfactants into the mass-transfer model of Kronig and Brink in order to 
account for the reduced rates of mass transfer observed in drops 
contiminated with surface active impurities. 
Considerably less work has been carried out on the similar problem 
of forming drops. As a result of experimental observations, it has been 
generally accepted that internal circulation can also make a major 
contribution to mass transfer in forming drops, but no mathematical 
description corresponding to Hadamard's stream function has been 
developed. It was not until Burkhart, et al. (12) found experimentally 
that ordered flow patterns exist which can be correlated with Reynolds 
numbers based on the orifice diameter that a quantitative relation 
between a system variable and internal flow patterns was considered. 
Consequently, most mass transfer models of forming drops have neglected 
transfer by convective flow and have assumed other hypothetical 
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mechanisms to account for increased mass transfer rates which were, in 
fact, the result of fluid motion within the drops. Although the 
assumption of negligible convective flow was discarded by some investi­
gators such as Angelo, et al. (3) or Walia and Vir (84), the velocity 
profiles used by them were too simple to give reliable results. 
Accordingly, it is natural that the effect of surfactants on the internal 
motion within forming drops is an almost forgotten comer of research. 
Mass transfer during drop formation makes an important contribution 
to the total amount of mass transferred throughout the life of a drop. 
The driving force is at its maximum in this stage, and it has been found 
that as much as 10 - 50 % (20, 49, 50) of the total transfer occurs 
during this period. However, the study of fluid motion during drop 
formation is more difficult than corresponding studies for falling drops, 
both theoretically and experimentally. 
A complete theoretical calculation of flow during drop formation is 
not presently feasible for several reasons. Unlike the interface of 
falling drops which can safely be approximated as spherical or elliptical 
in most cases where oscillation does not occur, the shape of the interface 
of forming drops changes continuously and deviates from a simple geometry 
so much at certain stages of formation that it is necessary to determine 
its shape from an interfacial force balance. This problem is not only 
mathematically complex, but also presently infeasible since some of the 
physical properties of this dynamic interface have not been ascribed 
absolute values yet. The flow patterns during drop formation are also 
strongly dependent upon the Reynolds number based upon flow conditions at 
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the forming nozzle. This does not permit the neglect of either viscous 
or inertial terms in solving the equations of motion. Interestingly 
enough» however, Hadamard's solution which does not consider the inertial 
terms, nevertheless describes flow patterns observed within falling drops 
at Reynolds numbers well above 200 (69). Combining these features in a 
single problem makes the problem too difficult to be manageable. It is 
challenging enough to consider only one of these difficulties, as has 
been done in existing theoretical works on this subject (27, 71). 
One of the major difficulties in the experimental study of forming 
drops is observation and measurement during such a brief event. 
A frequently used techniques is to take high-speed motion pictures of 
forming drops which contain tracer particles, and to analyze the motions 
of the particles by frame to frame analysis of the film. This procedure 
is not only tedious, but also prone to experimental irreproducibility 
due to the high sensitivity of surface tension to trace impurities. 
An unique approach to this experimental problem was developed by Constaa 
and Calvert (16). A drop of constant volume was suspended on two 
concentric nozzles, and internal circulation was forced by injecting 
liquid through the center nozzle while withdrawing the same amount of 
fluid from the outer annulus. It has been found that the flow patterns 
for drops with and without withdrawl do not differ appreciably (71). 
Thus, although the flow within a drop with forced internal circulation 
may not represent all the flows during drop formation, it has the 
advantage of maintaining and controlling a certain stage of formation 
for an extended period. 
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Using this experimental technique, Poonawalla (64) observed a 
somewhat unexpected phenomenon at the interface. A drop of mineral oil 
and varsol mixture was formed on Teflon concentric nozzles submerged in 
distilled water. The movements of tiny glass beads placed on the surface 
of the drop indicated that interfacial circulation occurs above a certain 
Reynolds number, and that there are several definite circulation patterns 
which change in number and shape according to the Reynolds number. 
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of these circulation patterns. 
A similar interfacial movement was observed by Bakker, et al.(4) on the 
surface of a drop forming at a single nozzle tip as mass transfer was 
taking place but the circulation patterns could not be identified, 
possibly because of the short time available for observation. 
Although a detailed discussion of the origin of the interfacial 
circulation was not attempted by Poonawalla (64), he suggested that the 
circulation might occur purely by a shear-force transmission from the 
bulk motion underneath the interface. This was because there was no mass 
transfer between continuous and drop phases, and he assumed that the 
experiment was carried out in the absence of surfactants. There arises 
a conceptual difficulty with this explanation since a pure liquid 
interface should not be expected to exert such a shear force as to 
cause the interfacial circulation. This point becomes more apparent by 
considering the second experiment carried out by Poonawalla (64). He 
observed that similar circulation patterns occurred on a flat air-
distilled water interface against which a submerged jet of water was 
impinging, and that the bulk fluid near the interface flowed out radially 
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Figure 1. Flow patterns of interfacial circulation on a drop with forced internal circulation. 
Two, four, and six circulation patterns are observed at the surface of a drop of 
mineral oil and varsol mixture suspended in water over Reynolds number ranges of 
8-34, 60-150, and 220-270, respectively. 
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from the stagnation point. Thus there must be a considerable velocity 
gradient at the interface where the interfacial circulation flows inward. 
It is inconceivable that a free surface of pure water could support this 
velocity gradient. The explanation of Bakker, et al. (4) that the 
circulation is due to different surface tensions of old and fresh 
incoming fluids is not satisfactory either, even qualitatively, since it 
did not consider the effect of bulk motion at all. There must be a way 
to cause this stress, and that is to introduce a surface tension gradient 
produced by surfactants which appear in most fluid interfaces that have 
not been purified with the most extraordinary care. The purpose of the 
present study is to develop a theory to explain the origin of this 
interfacial circulation. 
Even though the assumption of the presence of surfactants provides 
a ground for considering a shear force exerted by the interface, there 
still remain some questions about how to start a quantitative calculation 
based on this assumption. The first one is how to introduce 
circumferential motion since there is no distinct driving force for the 
flow in this direction. The system of forming drops with forced internal 
circulation is different from previous studies involving the surface of 
an open channel or a hemispherical air bubble on a wall (44) in that a 
non-uniform flow causes a driving force in the direction of interfacial 
circulation in the latter cases. Second, the interfacial circulation 
appears above a certain Reynolds number, and the number of circulation 
patterns takes only zero or even integer numbers as a function of 
continuously increasing Reynolds number. Thus, it is necessary to 
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devise a way to account for a discrete change from a continuous variable. 
Hydrodynamic stability theory offers a plausible explanation. The 
basic concept of hydrodynamic stability theory as described by 
Chandras ekhar (15) is 
The equations of hydrodynamics, inspite of their complexity, allow 
some simple patterns of flow as stationary solutions. These 
patterns of flow can, however, be realized only for certain ranges 
of the parameters characterizing them. Outside these ranges, they 
can not be realized. The reason for this lies in their inherent 
instability, i.e. in their inability to sustain themselves against 
small perturbations to which any physical system is subject. It is 
in the differentiation of the stable from the unstable patterns of 
permissible flows that the problems of hydrodynamic stability 
originate. 
Thus the basic premise is that the flow system of forced internal 
circulation becomes unstable above a certain Reynolds number. The motion 
in the circumferential direction is introduced as a disturbance, and the 
stability analysis will show if the disturbance grows or dies out. It is 
also conceivable that a surface-tension gradient caused by a non-uniform 
distribution of surfactants swept downstream of the bulk flow along the 
interface exerts a force opposing the shear force transmitted from the 
bulk fluid and affects the stability. 
It is usual to follow one of two approaches when investigating the 
stability of a fluid system. One is linear stability theory in which 
disturbances are restricted to be infinitesimal. As a result of this 
restriction, the perturbation equation is linearized by neglecting 
nonlinear disturbance terms in the Navier-Stokes equations written with 
a disturbance superimposed on the basic flow. This linearized equation 
makes it possible to assume an exponential time dependence of the 
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disturbance velocity. If the solution of the perturbation equation and 
the boundary conditions makes the real part of the exponent positive, the 
disturbance will be amplified. It will be damped in the opposite case. 
The other approach is the energy method in which one examines the 
time rate of change of kinetic energy of a disturbance. The perturbation 
equation is transformed into an energy equation which describes the 
growth rate of the kinetic energy of the disturbance. Then the problem 
becomes a variational problem to find a kinematically admissible 
disturbance which makes the growth rate maximum. If the growth rate is 
negative for this maximizing disturbance, any disturbance introduced to 
the system will be damped. The basic difference between this method and 
the linear theory is that there is no restriction on the size of the 
disturbances because the variational problem becomes linear with respect 
to the disturbance velocity. 
By definition, the stability means stability with respect to all 
possible forms of disturbances. Accordingly, for an investigation of 
stability to be complete, it is necessary that the reaction to all 
possible disturbances should be examined. In practice, this is 
accomplished by expressing an arbitrary disturbance as a superposition 
of certain nomal modes and examining the growth rate of each of these 
modes. Then it is assumed that if a disturbance grows to be unstable 
it will select the mode which gives the greatest initial growth rate. 
The initial growth rate is also affected by the imaginary part of the 
exponent of the time dependence which represents oscillatory behavior of 
the disturbance. Accordingly, unless the principle of exchange of 
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stabilities which designates the dominance of stationary motions at the 
onset of instability is valid, it is necessary to consider both 
stationary and oscillatory regime of instability and the analysis 
becomes much more complex. However, the principle of exchange of 
stabilities has been proved in only a few problems (15), and the validity 
of the principle has just been assumed in many cases (7, 76). 
The theoretical context of the present stability analysis is a 
global theory (43) in which the linear limit gives sufficient conditions 
for instability and the energy limit gives sufficient conditions for 
stability. Since the disturbance considered in the linear theory is 
restricted to be infinitesimal, the system which is judged unstable by 
the linear theory is unstable to any finite disturbance. On the other 
hand, the energy theory considers any size disturbance such that a system 
stable by the energy theory is definitely stable for all disturbances. 
If these two limits coincide, the limit defines a necessary and 
sufficient condition for stability. However, they do not coincide in 
most cases, but form a range of subcritical (or sublinear) stability. 
This range is a candidate for non-linear stability analysis which is 
beyond the scope of the present study. The limitation of the global 
approach is to show that a stability criterion observed in actual 
experiments lies in the range of subcritical stability. It should also 
be mentioned that the present study predicts a Reynolds number criterion 
and the number of circulation patterns only for interfacial circulation 
which emerges from a non-interfacial-circulatory basic state. It does 
not predict the transition between different circulation patterns. 
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To do this, it is necessary to carry out stability analyses in which the 
basic states are each of these circulation patterns. 
The present stability analysis is of particular interest because of 
its somewhat unique situation that the system of non-stationary basic 
states contains an interface. Usually stability problems for systems con­
taining an interface have a stationary basic state and predict small scale 
convection cells as a disturbance flow, as occurs in Benard or Marangoni 
instability problems. Because of these well known problems, one may have 
a wrong notion that every disturbance flow at an interface should be 
small scale convection cells. But stability analysis does not give any 
details of disturbed flow patterns. However, the large scale interfacial 
circulation may be understood from the mobile basic state by considering 
a statement by Jeffreys (38) that convection cells are rectangular and of 
infinite length in the direction of shear when there is an initial two 
dimension shear motion of the fluid. Another uniqueness comes from the 
global approach in which both linear and energy theories are considered. 
Most stability problems including an interface are treated by the linear 
theory (62, 82). The energy approach has no precedent. Recently, Dussan 
(21) derived an energy equation for systems containing an interface in a 
general form, but it will be shown that the variational technique 
developed by Serrin (77) can be applied more conveniently in some cases. 
Finally, it is worthwhile to consider several features of the 
present stability calculation which make it different from usual 
stability calculations. First, the fact that the basic flow is a 
function of two spatial coordinates does not allow the eigenvalue problem 
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to be reduced to ordinary differential equations via the customary 
introduction of normal modes. In an attempt to overcome this difficulty, 
the disturbance velocity field is represented by a toroidal-poloidal 
field, and the defining scalars are expanded by means of spherical 
harmonics. This reduces the governing equations of the eigenvalue 
problem to a set of coupled ordinary differential equations. Second, the 
fact that the basic flow is strongly dependent upon the Reynolds number 
does not allow one to consider a specific flow for all Reynolds numbers 
and to determine a critical Reynolds number directly from it. Rather, 
minimum eigenvalues are obtained as a function of Reynolds number and 
the critical Reynolds number is obtained from their relation. These 
features coupled with the fact that the basic flows are obtained as 
numerical data make the calculation much more complicated than usual 
stability calculations. 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The literature related to this study is conveniently divided into 
three categories- internal flow of forming drops, interfacial phenomena, 
and stability analysis. Of course, there cannot be a clear-cut division 
between these areas, and considerable overlap is encountered when one 
reviews the appropriate literature in the field. 
Internal Flow 
Early studies of internal flow within forming drops appear in 
studies of mass transfer during drop formation rather than in studies of 
the flow itself. As a result, the information relating to internal flow 
in these studies is indirect and qualitative. Nevertheless, it is 
worthwhile to review some of those works since they serve to show the 
effects of internal flow on the rate of mass transfer of forming drops 
to which the present study should ultimately contribute. They also 
provide a brief history of the many approaches that have been taken 
toward understanding internal flow within forming drops. 
In 1950, Dixon and Russel (20) found, during a study of the 
absorption of carbon dioxide in water drops, that the mass-transfer rate 
during drop formation was much higher than that previously believed. 
From the fact that the absorption rate was inversely proportional to the 
time of formation, they concluded that the motion within forming drops 
due to the jet action of the fluid issuing from the nozzle had an effect 
on the transfer rate. For a quantitative explanation, they defined a 
degree of turbulence such that it had a straight line correlation with 
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the mass-transfer coefficient. The name "turbulence" was used because 
they thought that the motion was a kind of turbulence. 
The experimental observation of internal flow patterns within a drop 
was first reported by Garner and Skelland (25). They observed streak 
lines made by the color change of a cobalt chloride solution and by the 
motion of tiny air bubbles formed from air which was accidentally 
occuluded within organic drops hanging on a thick-walled nozzle immersed 
in water. The streak lines showed flow patterns similar to those 
observed within falling drops. The liquid from the nozzle traveled down 
the central axis and returned up the wall of the drop, forming a 
circulatory flow pattern. Based upon their mass-transfer experiment, 
they drew the same conclusion as Dixon and Russel (20) that the internal 
circulation during drop formation must be the chief reason for the large 
proportion of extraction which took place during drop formation as 
compared to the extraction during fall. 
Since it was found that the jet action from a nozzle within forming 
drops creates internal circulation rather than a kind of turbulence, 
Groothius and Kramers (30) attempted to quantify the effect of jet mixing 
on the rate of mass transfer by correlating it with a Reynolds number 
based on the average velocity of the liquid leaving the nozzle, the 
viscosity and density of the liquid, and the inner nozzle diameter. 
They observed sulfur-dioxide absorption in water drops forming at a 
thick-walled nozzle and found that the increase in the absorption rate 
due to the jet action occurred when the Reynolds number became greater 
than 40 to 50. 
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The importance of internal circulation on mass transfer during drop 
formation can best be demonstrated by the experiment carried out by Marsh 
and Heideger (55). Measurements were made on the extraction rate of 
methyl carbitol out of drops of an organic mixture dispersed in water. 
The data showed that the extraction rates decreased 14-fold during the 
first second after formation. They assumed that the decrease occurred as 
a result of fast decay of internal circulation after drop separation and 
verified the assumption by taking motion pictures of the flow within 
drops to which degreased aluminum particles had been added. They also 
found that the amount of mass transferred during formation, one second 
after separation, and the rest of the drop life were approximately equal. 
This indicates that the internal circulation is important not only during 
the formation period, but also may have an effect after the drop has 
separated. 
Rajan and Heideger (67) carried out a somewhat different type of 
work. They measured instantaneous mass-transfer rates during drop 
formation using a two-phase system of ethyl acetoacetate drops forming in 
a continuous water phase. There was no resistance to mass transfer in 
the drop phase since the transfer rates were based upon the dissolution 
of the ethyl acetoacetate itself into the water phase. Thus, any effect 
of internal circulation on the rates of mass transfer had to have been 
due to the transmission of the internal motion across the interface and 
into the water phase where the mass-transfer resistance was located. 
They found that the instantaneous mass-transfer coefficients were 
initially very high but fell rapidly for a certain range of Reynolds 
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numbers. This implies that in this range of Reynolds numbers the 
continuous phase may be stirred by the shear transmission from the 
internal circulation such that mass-transfer rates may be changed. 
As a result of the works reviewed so far, it was widely acknowledged 
that internal motion within forming drops does play an important role in 
mass transfer. However, the study of forming drops was plagued by the 
difficulty of observing this brief event. This difficulty was not solved 
until 1963 when Constan and Calvert (16), cited earlier, developed their 
technique of forced internal circulation in which a drop was formed on 
two concentric nozzles. This permitted a controlled amount of internal 
circulation to be maintained for an extended period. They used this 
technique to study the rate of absorption of SO^  by organic drops. An 
effective diffusivity was calculated by using a film theory model and 
was correlated with the Reynolds number based on flow conditions at the 
mouth of inner nozzle. 
Panno and Calvert (61) adopted the technique of Constan and Calvert 
to study the absorption of sulfur dioxide by water. In order to develop 
a mass-transfer model to explain their data, they assumed that the flow 
issuing from the nozzle could be characterized by diffussion of submerged 
jets as discussed by Albertson, et al. (2), and that the flow along the 
interface could be analysed analogously to a radial jet impinging on a 
flat smooth surface as reported by Poreh and Cermak (66). But the 
Reynolds numbers of the jets discussed by Albertson, et al. (2) were 
greater than 1500 whereas the range of Reynolds numbers in the system of 
Panno and Calvert (61), based upon the same characteristic values, was 
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approximately 20 to 200. The latter assumption of an analogy between 
the spherical interface and the solid flat surface is also questionable. 
Thus, in spite of their careful visual observation of the internal circu­
lation, the understanding of flow characteristics was still rudimentary. 
Weathers (85) also used the technique of forced internal circulation 
when he studied the relation between internal circulation patterns and 
flow conditions from the center nozzle. Drops of mineral oil and varsol 
mixture formed on Teflon concentric nozzles submerged in water. Flow 
patterns within the drops were visualized by mixing aluminum particles 
with the drop phase. High-speed motion pictures of these ainminnm 
particles showed that there was no circulation when the Reynolds number 
based upon the inner nozzle diameter, average velocity at the mouth of 
the center nozzle and viscosity and density of the drop phase was less 
than 9.7, and that circulation developed progressively from this Reynolds 
number until complete circulation occurred at a Reynolds number of about 
30. Expanding the work of Weathers, Sharer (78) studied extraction rates 
of acetic acid from a cyclohexane drop. He found three regions of 
extraction rates corresponding to the changes of flow patterns observed by 
Weathers. The rates did not change significantly when the Reynolds number 
was lower than 10 or higher than 30, but increased markedly over the 
range between these Reynolds numbers. He concluded that the extraction 
rates were closely related to the amount of internal circulation, and 
that once complete circulation was achieved, further increases of the 
rates with increasing Reynolds numbers were much more gradual. 
Poonawalla (64) extended the work of Weathers (85) in a different 
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direction. Ile focused his attention on the surface of the drop and 
observed several definite circulatory flow patterns at the interface as 
shown in Figure 1. There was no this circulatory motion for Reynolds 
numbers lower than 10, and two, four, and six circulation patterns 
were observed in the Reynolds number ranges of 10 to 34, 60 to 150, and 
220 to 260, respectively. The data indicate that there is no interfacial 
circulation when there is no internal circulation, and that four and six 
interfacial circulation patterns appear after complete internal 
circulation is achieved. This suggests that there must be some 
relationships between observed interfacial motion and internal 
circulation. 
Humphrey, et al.(36) carried out work of a somewhat different nature 
from those reviewed so far in that they attempted to measure quantitative 
fluid velocities within a forming drop directly rather than deducing flow 
characteristics from mass-transfer data or observing flow patterns of 
internal circulation. They used the non-disturbing photochromic flow 
visualization technique developed by Popovich and Hummel (65) in which 
an indicator, TNBPS, dissolved in the drop phase produced extremely fine 
tracer lines when irradiated with UV light from a laser source. High 
speed motion pictures of these lines were analyzed by means of a 
numerical mass balance technique to estimate axial and radial velocity 
components. By substituting these velocity components into the Navier-
Stokes equations, they obtained a pressure distribution within a forming 
drop. But the distribution was qualitative in nature and subject to 
large error because of lack of enough experimental points to accurately 
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find first and second derivatives of the velocity components for the 
substitution, which reflects the difficulty of determining the flow 
field experimentally. 
There can be found only a few theoretical calculations for internal 
flow of forming drops. Golub and Crivlov (27) made one of these by 
solving a simplified version of the Navier-Stokes equations. They 
neglected non-linear terms in the equations by restricting the solution 
to the cases of vanishingly small Reynolds numbers. They used spherical 
coordinates by approximating the shape of a forming drop as a growing 
sphere and further assumed axial symmetry, no velocity component in the 
circumferential direction, and that the dependence in the tangential 
direction of radial and tangential velocity components could be described 
by simple trigonometric functions. They obtained an analytic solution 
for this simplified situation, but it is significant that the solution 
does not represent one of the most important features of flow within 
forming drops-that the flow is strongly dependent upon the Reynolds 
number. 
To this end, Sandry (71) endeavored to work with the full Navier-
Stokes equations. Ke eliminated the time dependence of forming drops by 
choosing the technique of forced internal circulation as a physical model 
and concentrated on simulating flow patterns generated by different flow 
conditions. For a simplified treatment of the problem, he neglected the 
shear force from the continuous phase, assuming that the continuous phase 
was a gas. Using the Marker and Cell (MAC) method for the numerical 
simulation, he showed that a rotational flow occurred for Reynolds 
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numbers greater than 0.8. Although the accuracy of the Reynolds-number 
criterion is open to question, his result is still significant in that a 
Reynolds number criterion for rotational and non-rotational flow regimes 
was predicted theoretically, and that the computed circulation patterns 
were similar to those observed experimentally. 
Interfacial Phenomena 
The literature pertaining to this section is subdivided into two 
parts, surfactants and interfacial flow. In the first part there are 
two categories of articles, those which refer to surfactant effects on 
mass transfer in drops, and those which refer to physical properties of 
surfactant films. The second part covers articles on the dynamic 
behavior of surfactant films due to a non-uniform distribution of 
surface tension. 
Surfactants 
Most studies of surfactant effects on mass transfer in drops have 
been carried out for rising or falling drops. Thus, it is necessary to 
review some of those studies to obtain an understanding of the 
corresponding effects during drop formation. 
In 1951, West, et al.(87) suggested the presence of surfactants as 
a possible reason for the fact that their extraction rates of acetic 
acid from benzen drops by water was lower than those reported for this 
system by other investigators. However, a detailed observation of the 
effects of the presence of surfactants was first made by Garner and Hale 
(24). On addition of only 0.015 volume per cent of the surfactant. 
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teepole, to a continuous water phase they found that the rate of 
extraction of diethylamine from toluene drops by water was reduced to 
45 per cent of its original value, and that internal circulation within 
drops was retarded or completely arrested. Interestingly enough, they 
observed a maximum in the reduction of the extraction rate. As the 
concentration of the surfactant was increased, the extraction rate 
rapidly fell to a minimum and then increased steadily. They suggested 
that the increase was probably due to the increased oblateness and 
amplitude of oscillation of drops caused by the lowering of the surface 
tension by the presence of the surfactant. But it was found by later 
investigators (22, 80) that the presence of surfactants usually decreases 
oblateness and dampens oscillation of drops. The existence of an optimum 
concentration of surfactants to give maximum damping of oscillation (18) 
might have explained the data more appropriately. 
Lindland and Terjesen (52) studied the effect of sodium oleyl-p-
anisidinesulphonate on the rate of extraction of iodine from aqueous 
solutions with 2.0 to 5.6 mm diameter drops of carbon tetrachloride. 
A maximum reduction in the overall mass transfer coefficient of 67 to 68 
-5 
per cent was observed for all drop sizes when about 6 x 10 g surfactant 
per 100 ml of solution was added to the continuous aqueous phase. The 
minimum transfer rate observed by Gamer and Hale did not occur in this 
case. Griffith (28) could not find the minimum either when he observed 
a two-phase system similar to that used by Rajan and Heideger (67). 
There was no mass-transfer resistance in the drop phase since the 
transfer rates were based upon the dissolution of an isobutyl or ethyl 
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acetate drop itself into a continuous water phase or the dissolution of 
a water drop into isobutanol. Surface flows were partially hindered and 
then became stagnant with time as a result of surface active impurities 
already present in the system or by the addition of a minute quantity of 
oleic acid or of aluminum particles into the drop phase. Instantaneous 
mass-transfer rates decreased with time and asymptotically approached 
those values computed for a rigid sphere, but no mT-niTmim rate was 
observed. An increase in the amount of surfactant simply resulted in a 
further increase in the reduction rate. 
A large amount of experimental work carried out by Skelland and 
Caenepeel (80) is of special importance to the present study because it 
is the only work available on the effect of surfactants on mass transfer 
during drop formation. The experiments were made on falling drops as 
well. They examined the effects of dodecyl sodium sulfate 1 (DSSl) and 
dodecyl pyridinium bromide (DPB) in one dispersed phase resistance-
controlled and one continuous phase resistance-controlled system. The 
former consisted of acetic acid diffusing from chlorobenzene into water. 
The latter system consisted of acetic acid diffusing from water drops 
into toluene. Reduction of mass-transfer rates was measured for various 
surfactant concentrations and drop formation times. A maximum in the 
reduction of mass transfer rates was observed in both falling and forming 
drops when DSSl was used as the surfactant. For falling drops, the 
increase in the transfer rate after the maximum reduction was very slow, 
and there was no increase in the systems with DPB as a surfactant. This 
may be the reason why some investigators (24) noted the Tna-g-îinntn and some 
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(28, 52) did not. 
However, for forming drops, the increase after the maximum was very 
distinct regardless of the type of surfactant used. With increasing 
addition of surfactant, the transfer rate became even greater than that 
observed for the corresponding surfactant-free system in the case of a 
short formation time of 0.5 sec. Moreover, the transfer rate for the 
system of HAc-H20-C^H^CH^-DSSl at the formation time of 0.5 sec was 
always greater than that observed in the absence of surfactants. In a 
personal correspondence with Skelland and Caenepeel (80), Davies 
suggested that the existence of an optimum concentration of surfactants 
to give maximum damping of surface waves or oscillation might be the 
reason for the increase of transfer rates by further addition of 
surfactants in falling or forming drops. But the explanation does not 
explain the greater rates of mass transfer from forming drops as compared 
to rates from drops without surfactants since surface waves and 
oscillations are usually damped by the presence of surfactants. This 
suggests that there must be an unique mechanism in contaminated forming 
drops by which the mass-transfer rate is augmented for a short formation 
time. Interfacial circulation is a candidate for this answer. 
In most studies considered so far, surfactants were added to either 
continuous or drop phases to observe its effect. However, surfactants 
appear spontaneously in all systems with fluid interfaces except those 
purified with the most extraordinary care. Many unsuspected impurities 
in a system can accumulate at the interface forming a film of molecular 
dimension thickness, and even the equipment itself can supply enough 
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such contamination to change the interfacial behavior significantly. 
West, et al. (87) attributed the lowering of the mass-transfer rates 
discussed previously to the presence of a trace of plasticizer extracted 
from Tygon tubing in the benzene feed line. Sinfelt and Drickamer (79) 
reported high interfacial resistance in the transfer of tagged sulfur 
between n-heptane and liquid SOg, and observed no effect of Tween 20 on 
the transfer rate when it was added as a surfactant. Later, Davies and 
Rideal (18) suggested that contamination by rubber gaskets in their 
equipment might have been responsible for these phenomena. Sometimes 
surfactant films appear in experiments with even highly purified water. 
Merson and Quinn (56) observed surfactant films on the surface of water 
obtained by repeated distillation of deionized water. From these facts, 
considering the system used by Poonawalla (54), one can almost be sure 
that the interface in his experiment must have been contaminated by 
surfactants. The equipment included Tygon tubing as well as several 
rubber strips. The mixture of mineral oil and varsol was not highly 
pure, and the continuous phase of once distilled water through metal 
tubing cannot be guaranteed to be free of surfactants. 
When surfactants are present at an interface, the states of their 
distribution are dependent upon the kind of surfactant molecules and 
also upon ambient conditions of temperature and pressure. Davies and 
Rideal (18) divided the states of surfactant films into three classes in 
accordance with their compressional behavior: gaseous, expanded, and 
condensed films. The molecules in gaseous films are floating about in 
the films far enough apart so that they exert relatively little force 
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one another. The films can be compressed over a wide range of surface 
pressure and often exliibit very low surface viscosities. At the opposite 
extreme of gaseous films are condensed films in which molecules are 
arranged in nearly the closest possible packing. Condensed films are 
nearly incompressible and usually exhibit considerable surface 
viscosities. Expanded films have intermediate properties between these 
two extremes. 
The concept of surface viscosity, that a fluid interface may offer 
an intrinsic resistance to flow above and beyond that due to the 
viscosity of the bulk phase, has been known for more than a century. 
Plateau first suggested it in 1869. For uncontaminated interfaces, the 
excess resistance is negligible, but it becomes appreciable in the 
presence of surfactants. However, its measurement with any degree of 
precision has become possible only recently. Since the effects of 
surface viscosities are always compounded with the effects of shear 
transmission from the bulk fluid and the force due to a surface-tension 
gradient, it is necessary to analyze carefully the hydrodynamic equations 
describing the flow affected by these effects. But this is usually so 
complicated that surface viscosities may not be deduced easily. 
One of the most significant advances in this area was the annular 
canal viscometer developed by Burton and Mannheimer (13). Their device 
was essentially an endless canal with fixed side walls and motive force 
supplied by rotating the floor of the canal at a fixed speed. This was 
much like the viscous traction method used by Davies (18), but the canal, 
instead of being allowed to just touch the surface, was positioned so 
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that it almost touches the bottom of the rotating dish. With this slight 
change, the hydrodynamic equations became readily solvable, and 
Mannheimer and Burton (54) suggested that the interpretation of non-
Newtonian behavior of interfaces would be greatly simplified by this 
improvement. 
Joly (39) provided a comprehensive review of experimental methods 
for the measurement of surface viscosity and also supplied a large 
collection of the experimental results available in the literature. Most 
of the measurements listed in this review were made at liquid-gas 
interfaces and were mainly concerned with insoluble monolayers. 
Insoluble gaseous monolayers are characterized by Newtonian viscosities 
— 5 
which range from 10 to 10 surface poise (s.p.). Over the entire 
Newtonian region, the films are relatively condensed and the logarithm 
of the viscosities varies almost linearly with surface pressure. Surface 
viscosities of 10 ^ s.p. and higher are commonly found for condensed 
films, and their change with surface pressure is a matter of controversy. 
For example, the surface viscosity of cetyl alcohol spread on water 
-3 -3 
increases from 4.5 x 10 s.p. to 8.3 x 10 s.p. when surface pressure 
is increased from 1 dyne/cm to 7 dyne/cm whereas the surface viscosity 
— 2  — 2  
of octadecanol decreases from 2.6 x 10 s.p. to 1.6 x 10 s.p. with 
the same surface pressure change. 
Surface viscosities of adsorbed films of soluble substances are 
usually very low. But they may be increased significantly by the 
presence of trace amounts of relatively insoluble substances or 
relatively insoluble substances solubilized by some solvents. Gupta and 
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Wasan (31) observed that the surface viscosities of a solution containing 
solubilized lauryl alcohol or lauric acid were of the order of 10 s.p. 
-3 -2 
whereas the viscosities of their mixtures increases to 10 ~ 10 s.p. 
However, data for viscosities of mixed monolayers are rare, and no work 
can be found for viscosities of monolayers containing more than three 
various components from which surface viscosities of monolayers of 
natural contaminants may be deduced. 
Another physical property of surfactant films which appears often 
in the formulation of interfacial dynamics (7, 48) is surface diffusivity. 
However, the measurement of its absolute value has almost been neglected 
because of the difficulty of differentiating two dimensional migration 
from diffusion through a bulk fluid and surface convection by bulk 
motion. To this end, Sakata and Berg (70) used a radioactive tracer 
technique to measure surface diffusivity in a monolayer of miristic acid 
on a water substrate. They found that the data obtained could be 
represented by a two dimensional form of Pick's law, and that the surface 
diffusivity was strongly dependent upon the state of the monolayer. 
The surface diffusivity of the monolayer in a condensed state was the 
same order of magnitude as diffusivities in liquids, but it increased 
rapidly when the state changed to a expanded state. 
Interfacial flow 
Some of the most exciting developments in the study of interfaces 
may be those associated with fluid interfaces as prime movers. This 
occurs when the interface posesses considerable curvature or when the 
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surface tension varies from point to point on the surface. The former 
exerts forces normal to the interface, and the latter gives rise to a 
tangential strain on the interface. This may result in a change in the 
nature of the original motion or may induce a motion originally absent. 
Scriven (75) considered these forces in a completely general form 
by recourse to tensor formalism and the theorems of differential geometry. 
From the two dimensional form of Cauchy's law of motion, he derived a 
formula for the dynamics of a Newtonian fluid interface which was 
characterized by its surface tension and by two coefficients of surface 
viscosity. Interfacial boundary conditions were obtained from 
consideration of the intimate coupling between surface and substrate. 
In order to illustrate how the general formulation might be used, he 
applied it to those flows in which the interface perpetually coincides 
with a planar, cylindrical or spherical surface. The formula for a 
spherical surface will be used often in this study. 
Chronologically, Levich (48) in the Soviet Union considered surface 
tension phenomena before Scriven, but his work only became widely 
available with the English translation of his book "Physicochemical 
Hydrodynamics" (the translation was edited by Scriven). Neglecting the 
effect of surface viscosity, he incorporated boundary conditions 
appropriate to interfaces contaminated by surfactants, allowing for 
surface diffusion and for mass interchange of surfactants with bulk 
fluids by adsorption-desorption or by convective diffusion. Therefore, 
the equations governing transport of surfactants between and within the 
bulk and surface phases are coupled with the equations resulting from an 
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interfacial force balance since surface tension is a function of 
surfactant concentration. Not only does such an analysis involve 
considerable mathematical complexity, but its utility often depends upon 
having values of appropriate transport properties. 
Interfacial movements induced by differences in surface tension can 
be divided into two kinds, micro scale and large scale movement. Micro 
scale movement, which is often referred to as interfacial turbulence or 
Marangoni instability, is known to be induced by a local variation in 
surface tension. One of the most detailed experimental investigations of 
this motion was carried out by Orell and Westwater (60). They observed 
a planar interface of the ethylene glycol-acetic acid-ethyl acetate 
system using a photographic technique and found that the interface was 
dominated by a pattern of repeated polygonal cells. Micro scale movement 
may also occur at the curved interface of a drop (4, 18). The motion 
becomes more violent in this case and appears much like a kind of 
turbulence. Any dominant flow patterns have not been observed yet. 
However, the micro scale movement induced by a local surface-tension 
variation needs to be differentiated from the chaotic motion, i.e. 
turbulence, at the interface resulting from the combined effects of drop 
oscillation, internal circulation, and micro and large scale movement. 
Many investigators (5, 11, 17) have referred to motion of the latter 
kind as interfacial turbulence. The common usage of the term, 
interfacial turbulence, is unfortunate in that the motion referred to is 
not always chaotic. Indeed, all theoretical analyses of the motion 
induced by Marangoni instability proceed on the basis of an organized 
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non-turbulent motion as can be seen in the mathematical models developed 
by Pearson (62) and by Scriven and Sternling (76). 
Whereas most small scale movements are observed experimentally and 
predicted theoretically in systems of originally stationary bulk fluids, 
large scale movements are usually associated with interfaces where bulk 
fluids are in motion. When the bulk fluid of a contaminated interface is 
in motion, surfactants will be swept in the downstream direction of the 
bulk flow by convective motion. If the surfactants are sufficiently 
insoluble, they will accumulate there forming a non-uniform distribution 
of surface tension in accordance with the hydrodynamic conditions. The 
motion induced by the surface-tension difference may be a retardation of 
the original motion or a completely different regime of flow. The former 
is observed at the interface of falling drops (48, 72), and the latter 
occurs in an interfacial film collected on the upstream face of a 
barrier on the surface of flowing bulk fluid (56, 57). However, no 
investigation of this phenomenon has been carried out on forming drops 
except that of Poonawalla (64). It is assumed in the present study that 
the retardation occurs in the basic state of the stability analysis, and 
that the different regime of flow sets in due to increased inherent 
instability with increasing Reynolds number. Thus, it is necessary to 
review some of the articles of both kinds. 
There are currently two conflicting views as to the distribution of 
surfactants over the surface of a falling drops. Levich (48) proposed 
that the surfactant molecules accumulate at the rear of the drop forming 
a non-uniform distribution over the interface with the concentration 
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highest at the rear stagnation point and gradually decreasing toward the 
front. An alternative view, proposed by Savic (72) assumes that 
surfactant molecules in the drop interface are completely swept to the 
rear by convective motion and accumulate there in a dense monolayer 
growing forward from the rear stagnation point. The observations 
reported by most investigators have been consistent with the latter 
model of stagnant cap formation. However, it seems reasonable that 
either a surfactant concentration gradient or a spherical cap could 
exist, depending on the shear stress from bulk fluids and the 
compressional property of surfactant films. The two views may be the 
two extremes of monolayer states rather than conflicting ones. 
Levich (48) developed his model to explain the experimental 
observations that velocities of falling drops are usually lower than 
those predicted by Hadamard's formula. Using the model, he derived a 
retardation coefficient for Hadamard's formula for a drop covered with a 
non-viscous surfactant film. Rather than trying to solve the complete 
mass-transfer equations to obtain a surfactant distribution, he 
simplified the problem by considering several extreme cases such that 
only some of the mechanisms of surfactant transport needed to be 
considered. The retardation coefficient was obtained in terms of a 
surface-tension variation due to a non-uniform distribution of 
surfactants and of physical constants of surfactant mass transfer. 
Following this model, Schechter and Farley (73) solved the Navier-Stokes 
equations without inertial terms assuming that the surface-tension 
gradient at the interface varies as a sine function. The internal flow 
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pattern obtained was symmetric about the equatorial plane, which was 
similar to that given by Hadamard'a formula except that velocities were 
reduced uniformly everywhere. 
The spherical cap model proposed by Savic (72) was based upon his 
photographic observation of aluminum particles suspended in water drops 
falling through castor oil. The photographs showed that the streamlines 
of internal circulation are not symmetric about the equator as predicted 
by the Levich's model. This asymmetric flow pattern was also observed by 
Horton, et al. (35). They observed that the center of internal 
circulation migrated toward the forward stagnation point and away from 
the axis of symmetry as the amount of surfactants at the interface 
increased. Based upon this observation Savic (72) proposed a model in 
which the interfacial velocity is equal to zero over the spherical cap 
and the remaining part of the drop surface is free of surfactants. 
Using this model, he calculated a velocity field with the assumption of 
a non-viscous drop phase. Griffith (28) extended this work by allowing 
for the existence of a surface-tension gradient in the cap. The film 
was assumed to be a gaseous film which was essentially insoluble in the 
bulk. As a result, the size of the cap could be determined once the 
amount of surfactants initially present was specified. Rather than 
trying to calculate internal flow patterns, he integrated the interfacial 
force balance equations assuming that the surface tension in the cap 
varies linearly with the surfactant concentration and obtained a 
retardation coefficient for the terminal velocity of contaminated 
falling drops. 
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Recently, Levan and Newman (47) derived stream functions within a 
drop and in the surrounding continuous phase for a spherical drop in 
creeping flow with an arbitrary surface-tension gradient at its interface. 
The stream functions were expanded in terms of Gegenbauer polynomials, 
and their coefficients were determined from the 0-component of the 
interfacial force balance. It seems to be assumed that violation of the 
normal component of interfacial force balance was understood by the 
assumption of a spherical drop. However, the work is somewhat misleading 
because it does not mention anything in this regard. As will be shown 
later, if the decrease in surface tension by the presence of surfactants 
is not very small compared to the surface tension of the pure interface, 
one cannot ascribe an arbitrary surface-tension gradient at a spherical 
drop interface. 
Completely different flow regimes usually occur as a form of 
interfacial circulation. However, the observations of interfacial 
circulation which will be discussed in the following paragraphs are 
different from the interfacial circulation of the present study in that 
a non-uniform velocity distribution in the bulk flow causes the 
interfacial circulation in the former cases. Merson and Quinn (56) 
observed interfacial films collected on the upstream face of a barrier on 
the planar surface of flowing water. They found that the growth of the 
film was linear with time for incompressible and insoluble films, and 
that the growth rate decayed exponentially when the films were soluble 
according to Langmuir desorption kinetics. The films of natural 
contaminant present in the deionized water grew in a manner typical of 
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compressible films. Mockros and Krone (57) observed a film of natural 
contaminant present in tap water with the same experimental device, but 
for a much longer period. They found that the growth-rate characteristic 
changed stepwise as the film lengthened, and that there was a surface-
tension gradient within the film which increased linearly from the 
barrier to the growing edge. They suggested that the change in growth 
rate was due to the change in the state of the film. 
Kenning and Cooper (44) observed the same system as a simplified 
model to explain the interfacial circulation observed at the surface of 
an air bubble attached to a wall. They explained the origin of the 
interfacial circulation by showing that the removal of the film destroyed 
the circulation. They attempted a theoretical analysis of this 
phenomenon for an insoluble, incompressible and non-viscous film. The 
Navier-Stokes equations, without inertial terms, were used as the 
governing equations and an interfacial condition was derived from the 
fact that the negligible shear stress from the upper phase of gas makes 
the interfacial velocity field irrotational. Instead of obtaining an 
entire velocity field, they showed that there was a flow in the reverse 
direction to the bulk flow at the interface and concluded that a similar 
interfacial circulation may be expected whenever there is a non-uniform 
flow of liquid containing surfactants past a finite fluid interface. 
Stability Analysis 
Stability analyses of fluid systems containing a free surface have 
their beginnings around the turn of the century when Rayleigh (68) 
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attempted to predict theoretically certain key features of convective 
motions observed by Bénard in horizontal layers of fluid heated from 
below. He linearized the Navier-Stokes equations of the simplified 
Boussinesq system according to the principle of linear stability 
analysis and assumed that when a system falls away from unstable 
equilibrium, it may do so in several principal modes, in each of which 
the departure at time t is proportional to an exponential factor e^^ with 
q a real constant. He indicated that this may represent general cases 
since the motion in the early stage of the departure may be analyzed 
into Fourier components. The analysis into Fourier components reduced 
the governing equation to an eigenvalue value problem of ordinary 
differential equations in which one seeks eigenvalues as a function of 
wave number in order to obtain minimum Rayleigh numbers for marginal 
stability. Then, a critical Rayleigh number and a critical size for 
convection cells are determined according to the principle of selective 
amplification. In order to reduce calculational difficulties, a solution 
was obtained for a very simple, but physically unrealistic, case. Both 
upper and lower surfaces of the fluid layers were assumed to be free and 
of infinite extent. As a result, the calculated critical Rayleigh 
number was much lower than those experimentally observed. 
For the real situation in which the lower plane is rigid and the 
upper surface is free. Pellew and Southwell (63) gave a critical Rayleigh 
number which is close to experimintal values. They discarded the 
assumption of rectangular convection cells which, for simplicity, 
Rayleigh had used and showed how to take into account the shapes of 
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convection cells, including the case of the hexagonal cell which is 
usually observed in actual experiments. However, it should be noted 
that it is not possible with linearized theory to determine the shape of 
the convection cells. All that can be done is to determine the size of 
a cell of a given shape for a given wave number. They also showed that 
the only type of disturbance which can appear is a stationary regime of 
instability. That is they showed that the principle of exchange of 
stabilities which was just assumed in the analysis of Rayleigh holds in 
the Benard problem. 
Even though the analysis of Rayleigh (68) was refined and extended 
by later investigators, there had been a continuous conflict between 
theory and experiment on cellular convection of thin fluid layers. 
Finally, Block (9) proposed, based upon his experimental observation, 
that the cellular convection observed in fluid layers thinner than 
about 1 mm is rather due to variations in surface tension than due to 
the unstable density arrangement. He carried out an experiment in which 
a liquid layer with a free surface was cooled at its base and should 
therefore have been convectively stable. Nevertheless, he observed 
convection patterns having the appearance of Benard cells. He also 
showed the importance of surface tension in cellular convection by 
observing that traces of contaminant on a water surface have a 
significant inhibitory effect. 
Pearson (62) carried out a mathematical analysis to explain the 
mechanism proposed by Block (9). He incorporated the surface tension 
forces due to the variations in surface temperature in the analysis of 
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Rayleigh (68). The problem was simplified by neglecting the effects of 
surface viscosity and by neglecting deformation of the interface in the 
direction normal to itself under the assumption that the effect of 
surface-tension variations on the normal stress condition is negligibly 
small. With these simplifications, he obtained the result that the 
critical Marangoni number varies with the square of the layer depth in 
contrast to its counterpart in density-driven flow, the Rayleigh number, 
which varies with the fourth power of the depth. As a result, it was 
concluded that convection induced by temperature gradients in thin layers 
is an almost surface-tension-driven phenomenon whereas in deep layers 
buoyancy is the dominant mechanism. 
Independently of Pearson's work, Sternling and Scriven (82) 
developed a mathematical model to predict interfacial turbulence induced 
by a surface-tension gradient in a system including two unequilibrated 
solutions. They also assumed that the interface remains substantially 
planar, but they considered the effects of surface viscosity. The model 
was further simplified by assuming a two-dimensional disturbance. As a 
result, the governing equation became the Orr-Sommerfeld equation with 
an initially quiescent system. This equation was coupled with equations 
for solute diffusion by means of an interfacial force balance which 
included the tangential stress terms due to concentration variations at 
the interface. They allowed both stationary and oscillatory regimes of 
instability and found that in some cases both might set in simultaneously 
with one or the other dominating in time. However, as was indicated by 
Orell and Westwater (60) based upon their experiment, the model was too 
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simplified to be reproduced in the laboratory. However, the analysis 
showed how the stability depends on fluid properties of both phases, 
interfacial properties and the direction of solute transfer. 
Considering the similarity between heat and mass-transfer mechanisms 
and the fact that surface tension depends on concentration as well as 
temperature at the interface, one can readily find that the underlying 
problem in the analysis by Sternling and Scriven (82) is essentially the 
same as that of Benard problem. Accordingly, in a later paper (75), they 
extended the analysis of Pearson (62) along the lines suggested in their 
previous work. In this paper, they considered deformation of the 
interface in its noirmal direction and the effects of surface viscosity, 
but assumed that the principle of exchange of stabilities holds. The 
analysis showed that both a planar surface and the existence of surface 
viscosity confer a stabilizing effect in the stability analysis. Thus, 
when the possibility of deformation was taken into account in a free 
interface, there was no critical Marangoni number for the onset of 
instability. The limiting case of zero wave number was always unstable. 
Berg and Acrivos (7) extended Pearson's analysis to incorporate 
boundary conditions appropriate to a surfactant film practically 
insoluble in the bulk phase, allowing for surface viscosity and surface 
diffusion. They assumed that the principle of exchange of stabilities 
applied and that the interface remained planar, and justified the latter 
assumption by showing that the stabilizing effect of the planar interface 
was relatively unimportant compared to that of surfactant effects. They 
found that a gaseous monolayer of stearic acid increased the critical 
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Marangoni number predicted by Pearson by three orders of magnitude, while 
its condensed layer increased it by seven orders. They also found that 
the force due to a surface tension gradient played a much more important 
role than the resistance by surface viscosity in damping a disturbance. 
The early energy method used by Reynolds and Orr has been neglected 
for many years because the results gave estimates for critical Reynolds 
numbers which were too conservative. A landmark here is the paper by 
Serrin (77) who exploited a special feature of the method to determine 
sufficient conditions for a basic flow of an incompressible fluid to be 
stable under arbitrary disturbances. First, he obtained a Reynolds 
number criterion for universal stability from the Reynolds-Orr energy 
equation. The criterion was absolutely rigorous and applied 
independently of the geometry of the flow region and the details of the 
basic flow. Then, the universal stability criterion was sharpened by 
making more efficient use of the details of the basic flow. This 
resulted in a variational problem which gave the Euler-Lagrange equations 
in a form which bear a remarkable resemblance to the Navier-Stokes 
equations. The method was applied to a particular example of laminar 
Couette flow between rotating coaxial cylinders. The result was a real 
improvement over earlier estimates and came close to experimental data. 
Munson and Joseph (58, 59) utilized the Euler-Lagrange equations 
developed by Serrin to consider stabilities of flows between concentric 
rotating spheres. In part I (58), they obtained basic flows which depend 
on two spatial coordinates and on the Reynolds number by using a Legendre 
polynomial series representation. For the coefficient functions of the 
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series, a perturbation solution was obtained for low Reynolds numbers 
and numerical techniques were used for larger Reynolds numbers. In part 
II (59), they considered stabilities of the basic flows obtained in part 
I. In order to avoid the difficulty of the two-spacial coordinate 
dependence of the basic flow, they expressed the disturbance velocity 
field in terms of a toroidal-poloidal field and expanded the defining 
scalars by means of a spherical harmonic series following Chandrasekhar 
(15). Critical Reynolds numbers were calculated for various radius and 
angular velocity ratios such that it was certain that the basic flow was 
stable to any disturbances. The critical Reynolds numbers showed 
considerable differences from those obtained by the linear method. 
However, the energy limits were in better agreement with experimental 
observation (41). 
Several examples of comparison of the results of energy and linear 
methods were made by Joseph and his co-workers (40, 42, 43). Along the 
lines suggested in Serrin's analysis (77), Joseph (40) developed a 
general energy method for stability of an initially motionless fluid 
heated from below. The time rates of changes of both kinetic energy of 
a disturbance motion and internal energy of the fluid had to be 
considered in this case. He obtained a Rayleigh-number criterion for 
universal stability. Not unexpectedly, the criterion was much lower 
than those predicted by linear theory and observed experimentally. 
However, greatly improved criteria were obtained when the variational 
technique developed in this paper were applied to specific cases by 
later investigators. Using this technique, Joseph and Shir (43) studied 
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stabilities of planar fluid layers. The critical Rayleigh numbers 
predicted were slightly less than those given by linear theory, this 
difference increasing from zero with the magnitude of the heat-source 
intensity. They called this region of difference the region of 
subcritical instability. On the other hand, Joseph and Carmi (42) 
studied stabilities of fluids contained in spherical shells. For this 
geometry, no subcritical instability was predicted when the gravity and 
temperature-gradient fields have the same variation. Otherwise it was 
predicted. Recently, Joseph (41) has written a comprehensive review on 
the application of the energy method to various problems. 
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CHAPTER 3. BASIC FLOW 
Statement of the Problem 
For the purpose of stability analysis, it is necessary to construct 
a mathematical description of the basic flow. The physical model of the 
basic flow is a hemispherical drop suspended on two concentric nozzles, 
of which one quadrant is illustrated in Figure 2. The continuous phase 
is assumed to be a gas such that the shear stress from it may be 
neglected. This assumption is based upon the fact that the effect of the 
surrounding medium on the shape of the interfacial flow patterns is 
negligible for planar circular interfaces. Similar interfacial flow 
patterns were observed when a submerged jet of water impinged against 
either a water-air interface or a water-oil interface. 
When a fluid is considered to be Newtonian and there is no heat or 
mass transfer, its motion can be described by the Navier-Stokes equations 
plus the continuity equation with appropriate initial and boundary 
conditions. The Navier-Stokes and continuity equations for Newtonian 
fluids of constant density and viscosity are available in any standard 
textbook of fluid mechanics (8, 10) and may be written as 
+ pU • VU = — Vp + + pg (3—1) 
0 t 
V • U = 0 (3—2) 
where p is the fluid density, p is the local pressure, g is the gravity 
vector, and Û is the local velocity vector. Equation (3-1) implies 
three equations which correspond to three components of momentum in the 
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Figure 2. One quadrant of a hemispherical drop with forced internal 
circulation. The figure should be viewed upside down when 
the drop phase is heavier than the continuous phase. 
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direction of three spatial coordinates. Therefore, Equations (3-1) and 
(3-2) represent four equations in four unknowns, U , U_, U, and p, and 
r 0 ç 
four independent variables t, r, 0 and ({>. 
The instability problem considered in this study is the emergence of 
interfacial circulation from a steady basic state of non-circulatory 
interfacial motion. Thus the time dependent term in Equation (3-1) 
disappears, and it is assumed that there is no ^-component of velocity in 
the bulk flow of the basic state from the fact that there is no 
circulatory motion at the interface. It is also assumed that the system 
is axisymmetric. Then the governing equations reduce to three equations 
in three unknowns, U^, , and p, and two independent variables, r and 6. 
p is eliminated by applying the curl to Equation (3-1), and the remaining 
unknowns, and Ug, are combined into a single variable by introducing 
the stream function i{'(r, 0) in a meridian plane. The resulting equation 
is derived in Bird, et al (8) as 
r sLe ^ < If i ° à «-3) 
2 
where the Jacobian and the differential operator, E , are defined by 
3(4, __ dip d(E^ili) d'Jj 3(E%) 
3(r, 8) 3r 38 ~ 36 3r 
(3-4) 
p 2  =  JL . Sin0 _1 L ) 
^ Jr^ r 30^ sin0 36 ^ 
and the velocity components are related to the stream function as 
Oe - + g-gïPâif (3-5) 
Equation (3-3) has been written in dimensionless form by using the drop 
radius R and the maximum speed of the incoming fluid V as characteristic 
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parameters. Thus the Reynolds number. Re, is defined by 
r e = h 2  
V 
The meridian plane in which Equation (3-3) holds is depicted in Figure 3 
in terms of dimensionless quantities. 
In order to complete the problem statement, it is necessary to 
furnish boundary conditions at the interface and along the periphery of 
the meridian plane which the solution of Equation (3-3) must satisfy. 
Although Equation (3-3) is written in terms of the stream function, it 
is more convenient to consider these conditions in terms of velocity 
components. Hence, the boundary conditions are first obtained in terms 
of velocity components, and then transformed to corresponding conditions 
for the stream function. 
Based upon the observation of actual flows, the velocity components 
along the axis are specified as 
9u 
=  0 ; u g  =  0  at 0 = 0 (3-6) 
The boundary at 0 = y is composed of three parts: the fluid inlet at 
the center nozzle, the surface of the nozzle material, and the fluid 
outlet at the annulus. The incoming and outgoing fluids are assumed to 
pass through the inlet and outlet in a direction normal to the base of 
the drop so that the radial component of velocity may be neglected there. 
At the surface of the nozzle material, both normal and tangential 
components of velocity vanish. The former is always the case for a 
fixed solid boundary, and the latter is to satisfy the no-slip behavior 
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Figure 3. Meridian plane of a hemispherical drop with forced internal 
circulation assuming an axial symmetry. 
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one observes in nature. Accordingly, the boundary conditions at 9 = ^  
are written as 
U = 0 
r 
Ug = f(r) at 8 = I (3-7) 
where f(r) is defined by 
at 0 < r < VA 
f(r) = 0 at VA< r < VB 
L f (r) 
o 
at VB< r < 1 (3-8) 
The function f^(r) defines the velocity distribution at the inlet of the 
outlet of the annulus. 
Poiseuille flow is assumed through the center tube so the velocity 
distribution must be parabolic at distnaces far from the nozzle mouth. 
However, the velocity profile at the mouth will be modified by an end 
effect. A qualitative effect of this change may be deduced from the 
development of the velocity profile by the efflux of a jet emerging from 
a long slit and mixing with the surrounding fluid as shown by Schlichtiug 
(74). It is expected that the parabolic profile would be slightly 
flattened. But since there cannot be found any method to estimate the 
change quantitatively, a parabolic profile will be assumed for f^(r) in 
this study. Schlichting (74) also considered laminar flow in the inlet 
section of a straight channel with flat parallel walls. To obtain a 
velocity distribution which transforms asymptotically into a parabolic 
distribution at far distances from the inlet, he assumed that the 
velocity at the inlet is unifoirmly distributed. Of course, the dynamic 
center nozzle, and f^Cr) designates the velocity distribution at the 
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behavior inside the drop will make the velocity profile at the inlet 
different from that considered by Schlichting. Nevertheless, the 
assumption of a plug velocity profile will be used for f^Cr) since there 
cannot be found other methods available to estimate it. 
So far boundary conditions with respect to 6 have been discussed. 
Next, it is necessary to consider the conditions with respect to r. The 
first set of these conditions are obtained by considering that the 
governing equations have a singular point at r = 0. That is 
U^, Ug bounded at r = 0 (3-9) 
The most difficult boundary conditions to specify are those at r = 1. 
These are the interfacial conditions since the interface is assumed to be 
spherical. But the true shape of the interface must be determined from 
the normal component of the interfacial force balance which includes 
forces exerted by internal flow and surface tension. The force exerted 
by surface tension is directly proportional to the curvature of the 
interface. As a result, when the curvature is ascribed an arbitrary 
value, the normal component of the force balance will not be satisfied 
in general. It may be possible to adjust the surface tension such that 
the force balance may be satisfied. Then, the adjusted surface tension 
will affect the tangential component of the interfacial force balance in 
a different way from the actual situation. This is not desirable when 
the adjustment is large compared to the surface-tension variation caused 
by the presence of surfactants, and the problem deals with the effects of 
surfactants on flow behavior as in the present case. Thus, the normal 
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component of the interfacial force balance will be neglected and a 
velocity condition which is true for both the actual and the spherical 
interface imposed. That is, the normal component of velocity vanishes at 
the interface. For a spherical interface, this becomes 
= 0 at r = 1 (3-10) 
For a truly spherical interface, both normal and tangential 
components of the interfacial force balance have to be satisfied. Then, 
the normal component imposes a restriction on the distribution of surface 
tension. This is the reason why Schechter and Farley (73) could assume 
only a particular form of surface-tension distribution for a spherical 
falling drop. As discussed above, this is not a good approach if one is 
interested in surfactant effects and the actual drop is not an exact 
sphere. The method used by Levan and Newman (47) may be better in this 
case. They assumed an arbitrary surface-tension distribution neglecting 
the normal component. However, it should be noted that the assumption of 
a spherical interface may not be justified if the ascribed surface-
tension distribution is not compatible with a spherical drop and the 
magnitude of its variation is large compared with the original surface 
tension. 
Another boundary condition at the interface is obtained from the 
6-component of the interfacial force balance derived by Scriven (75). 
In a manner analagous to the case of bulk liquids (8), the assumption 
can be made that the surface dilational viscosity is not important. 
At any rate, this assumption is necessary because its absolute values 
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are not available. Then, the 0-component equation can be written in 
dimensionless form as 
« ^ T- ^ ° - =i I? + ' ièê —4$— ) + zo&l 
at r = 1 (3-11) 
Here the dimensionless groups, and S^, and dimensionless surface 
tension v are defined as 
Dimensionless surface tension; 
o - o 
V = ° 
®o " °Tr/2 
Surface-tension gradient groups; 
s = E e .S , m . 
: " " pv^ 
Surface viscosity group; 
y /R 
^ = -t- (3-12) 
where and designate surface tensions at 6 = 0 and 8 = 
respectively, and is the surface shear viscosity. 
The surface-tension gradient group, S^, represents the relative 
importance of the force due to a surface-tension gradient compared to 
the force exerted by bulk flow. The surface viscosity group, S^, 
indicates that the smaller the drop radius, the greater the effect of 
surface viscosity. Actually, Davis and Acrivos (19) observed that the 
surface of a small bubble became stagnant more easily than that of a 
large bubble. However, they did not consider the effect of surface 
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viscosity and simply assumed that surface films of large bubbles collapse 
easily whereas it is more difficult for films of small bubbles to 
collapse. The radial dependence of the effect of surface viscosity 
might have helped them to explain the phenomenon. 
In order to use Equation (3-11), the distribution of the surface-
tension gradient must be known. Since the variation in surface tension 
occurs due to a non-uniform distribution of surfactants along the 
interface, to know the distribution of surface-tension gradient requires 
knowledge of the surfactant distribution at the interface. Once the 
distribution of surfactant concentration is found, the distribution of 
the surface-tension gradient may be obtained by using the relation 
between surface tension and surfactant concentration. However, the 
material balance equation for surfactants at the interface (48) includes 
the velocity distribution at the interface. Thus, to obtain a surfactant 
distribution, the velocity distribution must be known, while, in order 
to find the latter, the surfactant distribution must be known. This 
suggests an iterative procedure in which a first approximation of 
surfactant distribution is used to obtain a velocity distribution, and 
the resulting velocity distribution is then used to obtain an improved 
surfactant distribution. The procedure must be repeated until the 
difference between successive iterations becomes acceptably small. 
However, for this treatment of the problem, it is necessary to make many 
drastic assumptions concerning the mechanism of surfactant transport, as 
suggested by Levich (48) if the problem is to be manageable. This makes 
the worth of the tedious iteration procedure doubtful. Hence, this study 
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will assume an arbitrary distribution of the surface-tension gradient and 
then consider how a change in the distribution affects the velocity 
distribution. 
Finally, the boundary conditions discussed so far are expressed in 
terms of the stream function ipCr, 6). Use of the relations of Equation 
(3-5) gives 
a t e - o  ( 3 - i 4 )  
II = 0 ; Ijj = F(r) at e =J (3-15) 
li» = 0 ; "1^ =0 at r = 0 (3-16) 
= 0 ; 
-(-T^—il ) = - S —+s r-i-{ A ( lil )} + _2_ il ] 
36 ^ résine 3r ^ I 38 v L 38 ^ sin8 30 ^ r 3r sinS 3r J 
at r = 1 (3-17) 
in which F(r) is defined by 
F(r) = rf(r)dr (3-18) 
F(r) has to vanish at r = 1 in order to keep the volume of the drop 
constant. 
Boundary conditions. Equation (3-14) - (3-17) are to specify the 
solution of Equation (3-3). It is difficult at this point to know if 
these represent a sufficient number of boundary conditions for the non­
linear partial differential equation. However, it is expected that the 
solution of Equation (3-3) satisfying Equations (3-14) - (3-17) is 
determined uniquely and that it describes the basic flow patterns within 
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a drop with forced internal circulation. 
Legendre Polynomial Series Representation 
The solution of Equation (3-3) is difficult because it is non-linear 
and it is a partial differential equation. The latter difficulty can be 
resolved by reducing the equation to an equivalent problem of ordinary 
differential equations. This is accomplished by expanding the 6-
dependence of ip(r, 0) by means of an appropriate series representation. 
Here, a Legendre polynomial series representation has been adopted as 
was done by Munson and Joseph (58) in dealing with flows in rotating 
spheres. 
In order to expand the 6-dependence of 0), it is necessary to 
make the expansion series satisfy all the boundary conditions with 
respect to 0, i.e. Equations (3-14) and (3-15). Following the technique 
of applying finite Fourier transformation to a problem with nonhomogene-
ous boundary conditions (86), the nonhomogeneous boundary conditions are 
made homogeneous in order to find the series more conveniently. That is, 
a new function n(r, 8) is defined as 
n(r, 0) = ij;(r, 0) - sin^0F(r) (3-19) 
Equations (3-14) and (3-15) written in terms of n(r, 0) are 
M  °  a t e  =  0  ( 3 - 2 0 )  
• | j = 0 ; n  =  0  a t  0  =  ^  ( 3 - 2 1 )  
The Legendre polynomial series satisfying Equations (3-20) and (3-21) is 
obtained as 
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n(r, e) = sin^e^Z^ g^(r){P^(cose) - P^(cos y )} (3-22) 
where P^(cose) is the £th order Legendre polynomial and the g^(r)'s are 
the corresponding coefficients. The Legendre polynomials are restricted 
to even orders to satisfy the first condition of Equation (3-20). This 
also makes the components of the expansion series orthogonal in 0 ^  G ^ y 
whereas Legendre polynomials are, in general, orthogonal in the range 
- Y ^  G ^ Y • Combining Equations (3-19) and (3-22) gives an assumed 
form for the solution of Equation (3-3) satisfying the boundary 
conditions. Equations (3-14) - (3-17), as 
ti)(r, 0) = sin^e[^|2 g^(r){P^(cose) - A^} + F(r)] (3-23) 
£: even 
where designates P^(cos ^  
For practical calculation, it is necessary that the infinite series 
of Equation (3-23) be truncated after an appropriate number of terms. 
That is. Equation (3-23) is approximated as 
at 
i|;(r, e) = sin2e[^|^ g^(r){P^(cose) - A^} + F(r)] (3-24) 
% : even 
where Nt is the order of truncation. With this treatment the velocity 
components can be expressed as 
"r ' -? [2cose(| (Pj - + F} + sine: 
d . 3 Nt 
where ( )' = ( ), (*)=-^(), and Z = ^Z^ for even I. 
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Next, Equation (3-24) is substituted into Equation (3-3) and the 
resulting equation integrated from 9 = 0 to 0 = -^ after multiplication 
by an appropriate function. This eliminates the 0-dependence of Equation 
Nt (3-3) and reduces the governing system to a set of non-linear ordinary 
differential equations. The derivation, outlined in Appendix A, leads to 
the following result 
2n+l ''n®n * | 
for n=2, 4, 6, , Nt (3-26) 
where the differential operators are defined as 
S " ~ i'CS'+l) 1 + 4(2 + £(£+1) } ~ 
+ (£^£-2)(£2+£+4) ^  
0% = 4[ 2;? - 2 {2 - £(£+1)}^] 
S = ^  - f (3-27) 
and the coefficient functions, G^^(r)'s (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), are given by 
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= - 4(3%. - V„> ? -
G(n(r) • (- 2aco(2+t(%+l)} + + Vn'^ r 
f 
Gl.(r) = (2(a,o - Vn^ + + ^ (*+1)*%» + (4+((W))b,, 
+ 4c%n) p- + + 2(au_^ - A^a^) - 2c^ J ^  
(3-28) 
The coefficient constants, C^ _ 's (i= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5), are defined in 
of constants, a^. a^, which 
are integrals of various products of single, double, and triple products 
of Legendre polynomials or their derivatives according to the number of 
subscripts. Their detailed expressions are given in Appendix A. Thus, 
Equation (3-26) represents a set of non-linear fourth-order ordinary 
differential equations. 
It is also necessary to express the boundary consitions. Equations 
(3-16) and (3-17), in terms of coefficient functions of the series 
representation by using Equation (3-24). The conditions obtained from 
Equation (3-16) are 
g  =  0  ;  g ' = 0  a t  r  =  0  
n n 
for n = 2, 4, ••• , Nt (3-29) 
and those which are obtained from Equation (3-17) are 
g^ = 0 at r = 1 
for n = 2, 4, ••• , Nt (3-30) 
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Substituting Equation (3-24) into the second condition of Equation (3-17) 
gives 
Si„6[| (P^ - - 2gp + F"] = - Sj 
+ Z [coseP^ - £(£+l)sineP^]g^ at r = 1 (3-31) 
Here the relations, F(l) = F'(l) = f(l) = 0, and Equation (3-30) have 
been used. Equation (3-31) is multiplied by P (cos6) (n = 2, 4, •••) and 
n 
integrated from 6 = 0 to 6 = •^ by using the orthogonality property of 
Legendre polynomials. For even order Legendre polynomials, the relation 
is 
TT 
< = 2& «ta (3-32) 
Then, the result of the integration becomes 
2^ (g;- - 2g;) = - + E S^^g- at r = 1 
for n=2, 4, , Nt (3-33) 
where r and are defined as 
n £n 
r. ' is- V' 
TT 
Z(Z+1) ^ ^ 
0 
Equation (3-33) denotes a set of coupled algebraic equations which define 
«.n + < (3-34) 
relations between g^^ and g% 
Equation (3-26) and boundary conditions. Equations (3-29), (3-30) 
and (3-33), completely define a boundary value problem for a set of non-
Nt linear ordinary differential equations. There are -j- fourth-order 
ordinary differential equation with 2Nt boundary conditions. To 
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illustrate the structure of this system, consider two simple cases. 
When the series of Equation (3-24) is truncated at Nt = 2, the stream 
function is written as 
4;(r, e) = sin2e[g^ (p^  - a^ ) + f] 
With this stream function, the governing system of Equation (3-26) 
becomes 
1 S" g' g 8'' g' g 
3 "  ~  +  3 2  ^  +  4 0  ^  )  +  4 d 2 ^ (  - 2 ^ - 4 ^ )  
Re 1 ^  2  3 g ' X  4 g'g  5  g,g_ 
222^2 ^2 ^222^2 ^ 2 ^222 r ^222 r^ ^222 r^ 
1 2 3 4 ^2 
+ G22(r)g2" + G22(r)g^' + + G22(r)g2 + 2a2FD(L^F)} 
and the corresponding boundary conditions are 
^2 ^  ^ 2 ^ ^  at r = 0 
g2 = 0 ; (gg' - 2g£) = - s^r2 + S22g2 at r = 1 
The accuracy of the solution represented by only one term in the infinite 
series is surely to be questioned. But it will be shown that the 
streamlines obtained by this solution are very close to the expected flow 
patterns. Actually, the series converges so rapidly that the error 
introduced by truncating after the first term is not significant for 
moderate values of the Reynolds number. 
The governing system grows like a snowball as more terms are 
included in the series. The governing equations for the case of two 
terms are 
5y 
1 ^9 ^2 ^2 
J (82'" - 16 -p- + 32 -p- + 40 ) + dggC -77- - 2 -p- - 4 pr ) 
+ 4d42( - 2 -py - 18 ^  ) = 
Re 1 ^ 
- "pZ ^ ^222^2 ^2 ^222^2 ^2 
+ C 
3 So êo 4 S-ëg 5 S^S_ 1 2 
——- + C 9 + C g + C g"'g +C g"g' 
222 r 222 r-' 222 242 2 4 242 2 4 
3 S, ê. 4 5 S g 1 2 
^242 r ^242 r-^ ^242 ^422®4 ^2 ^422^4 ^ 2 
3 84 &? 4 8 §2 5 8.8 1 2 
+ C ..^+ .-"g^ + c g--g; 
422 r 422 
3 8 g 4 8 8 5 8,8. 1 2 
+ C.42-V + <=4,2-^ + ^ 42-^ + G,^(r)g;" + G,^(r)g-
+ G^jtOgJ + G'^^(r)g^ + G;^(r)g;" + c'^Wg;' + o'^Wg; 
+ G„2W8^ + Za^FD&^f)} 
1 8j^ 8ij, 8:^ 85 80 80 
g- (8^"' - 44 + 88 p- + 432 ) + 4d^^( -p- - 2 -gy - 4 pr ) 
8' 
+ 4d ( —^— 2 
44 r-^ 
8. Re 
7T - 18 pr ) = - ^  ;c^^^g^'-g^ + c^2^g--g; 
3 8- 8_ 4 S.Sp 5 8»8- 1 2 
+ C ——- + C -M-+ C + C g'"g +C g"8' 
224 r 224 224 244 2 4 244 2 4 
3 82 84 
+ C ——- + C 
244 r 
^ 89^4 ^ B-S. 1 2 
+ >=2..^ + Ck,js:''8, + c ,,s:'g 
244 
3 8, g. 5 8,8, 
424 4 ~2 
1 
424 4 2 
2 
^ V2 
^424 r ^424 ^424 ^44484 8tt + C^^^g^ gj^ 
3 84 84 ^4 8^8^ 5 8^84 1 
444 24 24 
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+ G^^(r)g: + G^^(r)g2 + C^^(r)g;'' + G^^(r)g;' + G^4(r)g; 
4  ^ 2  
+ G (r)g + 2a FD(L F)} 
4 4  4  1 + 0  
with boundary conditions 
gg = s: = 01 
j at r = 0 
g^ = g; = oJ 
g ,  =  0  ;  | ( g - ' - 2 g p = - S j r ^  +  s^ ^ g ^ ' - f s ^ ^ g ; i  
S, - 0 ; i (Sj' - 2s,) - - S;r^ + s^^g; + 
at r = 1 
The reduced problem of ordinary differential equations is still a 
formidable one. For a similar, but simpler, system, Munson and Joseph 
(58) obtained a perturbation solution for low Reynolds numbers and a 
numerical solution for high Reynolds numbers. However, the complexity 
of the present system due to the non-homogeneous boundary conditions and 
the singularity at r = 0 make it difficult to apply the analytic 
procedure. Thus, a numerical procedure is described in the next section. 
Numerical Solution of the Legendre Polynomial 
Coefficient Functions 
In order to solve Equation (3-26), it is necessary to know the 
values of the coefficients in the equation for which the components are 
integrals of various products of Legendre polynomials and their 
derivatives. These integrals are evaluated more conveniently when they 
are expressed in terms of a common integral, P^(x)P^(x)P^(x)dx with 
X = COS0, by using some properties of Legendre polynomials and 
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trigonometric functions. However, because of the integration region 
from 6 = 0 to 6=-^, there cannot be found a formula to evaluate the 
common integral, in contrast to the case of integration over the region 
from 0 = 0 to 0 = ir. This difficulty can be overcome by expanding a 
product of two Legendre polynomials as a linear combination of single 
Legendre polynomials according to the formula given by Neumann in (34). 
As a result, the common integral is decomposed into a linear combination 
of integrals of products of two Legendre polynomials for which values are 
readily available. These procedures are described in detail in Appendix B. 
Solution of a nonlinear two-point boundary-value problem is often an 
extremely difficult task. Quite apart from questions of reality and 
uniqueness, there is no estabilished numerical technique for this problem. 
Furthermore, the singularity and the complexity of the governing system 
add to the difficulty. 
Initially a shooting technique which is known to be the easiest 
method of attacking a two-point boundary value problem was attempted. 
As will be shown later, this method failed for high Reynolds numbers, and 
the more complicated method of quasilinearization was used. However, the 
shooting technique serves to provide an initial guess for latter method. 
Central to the shooting method is the reduction of the two-point 
boundary value problem to an initial-value type problem where guesses are 
made to complete the necessary initial values at one boundary. Then the 
differential equations are integrated to the other boundary. Unless the 
guesses were chosen exactly right, the required boundary conditions at 
the other end will not be satisfied. Hence, appropriate corrections 
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are made for the initial estimates and the process is repeated until 
convergence is achieved. 
In applying the shooting method, it is more convenient to reduce 
the fourth-order equations of Equation (3-26) to a larger system of 
first-order equations by defining new variables, 
= S„(r) 
\k+4<"^> = (3-35) 
where kk is defined as kk = 4( - 1). Written in terms of these 
variables. Equation (3-26) becomes 
y' = y 
kk+1 kk+2 
v = y 
kk+2 kk+3 
y' = y 
kk+3 kk+4 
y y 
'^kk+4 " 2(2+n(n+l)) 4(2-m(n+l)) - (n24ti-2) 
(n2+n+4) - (2n+l) [z 4d^^{ - 2 
Y ppj-l -Dp 1 
•f (2-Uii+i) -pr-
£iim 22+3 mm+2 £im r mn r^ 
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for n = 2, 4, ••• , Nt (3-36) 
where II and mm are defined by ££= 4( ~ 1) and mm = 4(Y~l)- With 
this treatment, the boundary conditions of Equations (3-29), (3-30) and 
(3-33) become 
^kk+l • ° ' ^kk+2 ° ° at r = 0 
^kk+1 - ° : 
' ' - s,r + z s. Y. 
at r = 1 
(3-37) 
2n+l ' kk+3 kk+2' In £ £n ££+2 
Given sufficient initial conditions at r = 0 or at r = 1, Equation 
(3-36) may be integrated from r = 0 to r = 1 or from r = 1 to r = 0. 
The starting point for the integration is chosen as r = I in order to 
prevent a magnified error at small values of r from propagating 
throughout the entire region of the integration. Thus, guesses are 
made for the values of ^kk+4 ^ ~ ^  and improved by using 
the values of Y, , ,, and Y, at r = 0 which are obtained as a result of 
kk+1 kk+2 
a fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration. Since calculation cannot be 
carried out by a computer at r = 0, the values at this point are obtained 
by extrapolating the values at previous mesh points of the numerical 
integration. 
In order to obtain improved estimates for the assumed initial 
condition, the Newton's method for solving simultaneous transcendental 
equations was utilized assuming that the integrated results of the 
initial value problem depend continuously on the initial estimates. 
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Explanation of this method may be simplified by considering the initial 
estimates and the integrated results as components of vectors 
^ - rYzd) - 1 
-Yj(0) 
X2 I Y^(l) 
! 
3-2 i Y2(0) 
^3 I  Ï 6< '>  ys 1 ^5(0) 
X = =4 = ïe(i) 
! • 
Y = ^4 I = 
1 
76(0) 
• 
*Nt-l 
• 
^2Nt-2^^^ 
: 
^Nt-l ^2Nt-3(°) 1 
^^t - -^Nt - -^2Nt-2(°^- (3-38) 
Vectors X and Y denote the initial guesses and integrated results, 
respectively. From the conditions at r = 0 of Equation (3-37), a value 
for X giving Y = 0 is sought. Tliat is, the system of equations to be 
solved is 
Y(X) = 0 (3-39) 
For an initial guess X^ sufficiently close to the true value X, 
Equation (3-39) can be expanded by Taylor's series as 
Y 4- H (X - X ) = 0 
o o o 
(3-40) 
where the terms after the first order term have been neglected, and H 
and Y are defined as 
o 
H = 
o 
3(Y) 
3(X) 
X = X 
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Y = Y(X ) 
o o 
' >x, = if: O 
1 1 
solved for X, Equation (3-40) becomes 
X = X - (H )~^Y (3-41) 
o o o 
Thus, the recurrence relation for successive approximations may be 
written as 
X.,, = X. - (H.)"^Y. (3-42) 
1+ 1  X 1 1 
where subscripts i's indicates the values of i-th iteration. 
The amount of computation increases enormously with number of terms 
retained in the series. Equation (3-36) has to be integrated twice as 
=  — 1  
many times as the number of terms retained in order that (H_) may be 
obtained for each iteration. On the other hand, the amount of 
computation necessary to carry out each integration also increases with 
the number of terms. As a result, an iteration with the series truncated 
at Nt = 2 takes about 5 sees of computing time on an Itel AS/5 computer 
using FORTRAN IV, 30 sees with Nt = 4 and 150 sees with Nt = 6. In 
addition, increasing the number of terms makes the convergence of 
successive iterations much slower. However, the series converges so 
rapidly that a reasonable approximation may be obtained by retaining 
only a few terms. A typical ratio between the magnitude of g^ and g^ 
is approximately 10, and g^ decreases in a similar manner for a Reynolds 
number range of 0 ~ 40. The behavior of the 0-component functions 
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associated with each g^, and the fact that the signs of g^'s are 
alternating suggests that a maximum error of the values of the stream 
function obtained by truncating the terms after g^ is less than 10%. 
Actually there is no appreciable difference between streamlines obtained 
by Nt = 2 and Nt = 4 or 6 in this range of Reynolds numbers. 
Not unexpectedly, the shooting method was used with only limited 
success. The method worked wel^^gg^ow^Reynolds numbers, but it was 
not possible to greater than 45. 
conditions 
not convex 
that man 
a shoot 
has noted 
solved by 
rential 
rovich 
this 
equaticj 
II. 
techniq^ 
approxim# 
technique 
involving a 
y"(t) + n< 
The nonlinear function n is replaced by linear terms of a Taylor series 
to obtain an approximating linear boundary value problem. If y^(^) is 
close enough to the desired solution y(t) in Equation (3-43), the 
approximating linear boundary value problem becomes 
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^o' + if yJ)(y - >'o' 
+ n(t, y^, y^) = 0 
y(a) = A y(b) = B (3-4^) 
This linear problem can be easily solved by superposition cf linearly 
independent solutions in such a way that both boundary conditions are 
satisfied. Hence, the quasilinearization technique consists of choosi -à 
an appropriate initial guess function y^(t), solving the approxiaatiag 
linear boundary value problem to obtain a new function, and replacing the 
initial guess function by this new function. That is, the linear problen 
to be iterated is 
+ ir %+i -
n(t, y ,  y')  = 0 
n n 
The iteration is continued until the difference between successive 
iterations becomes less than some preassigned error tolerance. 
The approximating linear problem for the present problem is obtained 
from Equation (3-36) as 
Y' I = Y I 
kk+l'v+l kk+2'v+l 
\k+2'v+l " \k+3lv+l 
\k+3'v+l " \k+A'v+l 
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associated with each g^, and the fact that the signs of g^^s are 
alternating suggests that a maximum error of the values of the stream 
function obtained by truncating the terms after g^ is less than 10%. 
Actually there is no appreciable difference between streamlines obtained 
by Nt = 2 and Nt = 4 or 6 in this range of Reynolds numbers. 
Not unexpectedly, the shooting method was used with only limited 
success. The method worked well for low Reynolds numbers, but it was 
not possible to solve the problem for Reynolds numbers greater than 45. 
The results of the integration become so sensitive to the initial 
conditions for this range of Reynolds numbers that the iteration does 
not converge even with very accurate initial guesses. Fox (23) has noted 
that many problems whose solutions are known exactly can not be solved by 
a shooting method because of the inability to integrate the differential 
equations by standard integration techniques. 
In order to overcome this difficulty, the quasilinearization 
technique (6) which is an application of the Newton-Raphson-Kantorovich 
approximation in function space was employed. The basic idea of this 
technique may be illustrated by considering a boundairy value problem 
involving a second order nonlinear differential equation. 
y"(t) + n(t, y(t), y'(t)) = 0 
y(a) = A y(b) = B (3-43) 
The nonlinear function n is replaced by linear terms of a Taylor series 
to obtain an approximating linear boundary value problem. If y^(t) is 
close enough to the desired solution y(t) in Equation (3-43), the 
approximating linear boundary value problem becomes 
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^o' ^o' yo)(y " 
+ n(t, y^, y^) = 0 
y (a) = A y(b) = B (3-44) 
This linear problem can be easily solved by superposition of linearly 
independent solutions in such a way that both boundary conditions are 
satisfied. Hence, the quasilinearization technique consists of choosing 
an appropriate initial guess function y^(t), solving the approximating 
linear boundary value problem to obtain a new function, and replacing the 
initial guess function by this new function. That is, the linear problem 
to be iterated is 
y„' yp+1? y.-
+ n(t, y , y') = 0 
n n 
° ® "-45) 
The iteration is continued until the difference between successive 
iterations becomes less than some preassigned error tolerance. 
The approximating linear problem for the present problem is obtained 
from Equation (3-36) as 
Y' I = Y I 
kk+l'v+1 kk+2'v+l 
^kk+21 ^ \k+3'v+l 
\k+3'v+l ^kk+4 I v+1 
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Y Y 
^kk+4Vl = (2(24ti(n+l)) 4(2+n(rH-l)) 
(n2+n+4) - (2n+l){Z 4d^^( - 2 
0+1 Ro 1 2 
+ «L^'u+a + VM+i) + 
- [C2n+1) ff J 1 î 
2 
^ ^£mn^^££+3^j ,miirf2 ^ ^imiri-2^j ,££+3^ 
3  1  
^ ^£nm r ^^££+3'^j ,iimH-l ^nm+l^j ,££+3^ 
4 1 
^£nm ^^^^££+2^j ,ninri-l ^ "^innri-2^j ,££+2^ 
"*" ^£nm r^^\£+l^j ,nmtH ,££+l^î 'v+l " 
Re r 1 2 
+ (2n+l) 77 I 2 
, 3M±3j5Sti 4. p'' ^££+2^nmri-l . >, 
£mn r £inn £nm «' v 
for n=2, 4, 6, ••• ,Nt 
£, m = 2, 4, 6, ••• ,Nt 
j = 1, 2, 3, , 2Nt (3-46) 
where 6. , is the Kronecker delta, and subscripts v*s indicate the values 
J ,k 
for the vth iteration. Corresponding boundary conditions are 
\k+llv+l " ° ' \k+2'v+l " ° at r = 0 
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\k+llv+l = ° ' at r = 1 
 ^ = - S,r + ? S, Y, ' 
2n+l '''•kk+3 kk+2'''v+l I n £ Jin £il+2'v+l 
for n=2. A, , Nt (3-47) 
A typical feature of this method is that an initial guess of the 
various functions involved must be made for the entire region 0 ^  r ^  1 
where only initial slopes were necessary in the shooting method. The 
guesses are made by second-order extrapolation of the results obtained by 
the shooting method for Reynolds numbers a little greater than 45, and 
the results of lower Reynolds numbers are successively used for 
extrapolation to higher Reynolds numbers. This tedious procedure is 
facilitated by handling the program by means of an interactive text 
editing and remote-job-entry system. The output of a previous run is 
edited appropriately and then used to estimate an initial approximation 
for the next computation. 
For the purpose of error criterion, the difference between 
cuccassivs iterates is defined as 
4. = 1-^— (3-48) 
In actual calculation, this is calculated by 
M+1 
à. = -^ (3.49) 
M+1 
where the subscript i's indicate the values at the i-th mesh point and 
M denotes the number of intervals in the numerical integration. 
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Integration is carried out by a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method as 
before and the terms after g^ in the series are truncated based upon the 
observation of g^'s by the shooting method. With this treatment, the 
quasilinearization technique improved the rate of convergence greatly. 
The convergence is almost quadratic for small Reynolds numbers as the 
theory of the technique predicts \dien errors in the numerical procedure 
are neglected (6), but the convergence becomes slower with increased 
Reynolds numbers. For example, the number of iterations required to 
-1  -2  
reduce the error criterion of Equation (3-49) from 10 to 10 varies as 
1 for Re = 10, 2 for Re = 50, and 6 for Re = 100. The system becomes 
more sensitive to errors in the initial guesses as the Reynolds number 
increases, and there is thus a greater opportunity for an iteration to 
diverge. 
Some examples of the numerical solutions obtained by this technique 
are shown in Figure 4. In this figure, second order Legendre polynomial 
coefficient functions for different Reynolds numbers are normalized with 
respect to the maximum of each function. To do this, it is necessary to 
multiply the function by - 1.5 x 10^ for Re = 10 and by - 2.4 x 10 for 
Re = 100. Thus, the magnitude of the function increases by three orders 
when the Reynolds number increases by one order. It may also be noted 
that the position at which the maximum occurs changes for different 
Reynolds numbers. As T^^iH be shown later, the migration of the center of 
the rotational flow regime arises because of this functional behavior. 
(M 
1.0 -
Q b 0.8 
o 0.6 — 
UJ w 0.4 
g ô  
LU Lu 
O LU 
Re=IOO 
Figure 4. Nomalized second order Legendre polynomial coefficient functions for Reynolds numbers 
of 10, 70, and 100. The shift of the maxima causes the migration of circulation 
centers in rotational flows. 
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CHAPTER 4. STABILITY ANALYSIS 
The stability of the present system is expected to be affected by the 
fluid dynamics of the basic flow as well as by interfacial properties 
such as surface viscosity and surface-tension gradient. In flows between 
rotating spheres or cylinders (51, 59) where a fluid interface does not 
exist, only the former needs to be considered in determining a stability 
criterion. On the other hand, the problems of cellular convection driven 
by a surface-tension gradient (76, 82) consider only the latter, since 
the basic states are stationary in these problems. 
In a study of effect of surfactants on convection cells induced by 
surface tension. Berg and Acrivos (7) found that the effect of surface 
viscosity was relatively unimportant compared with forces due to a 
surface-tension gradient in the case of gaseous monolayers. This is 
because gaseous monolayers usually exhibit very low surface viscosities. 
It has also been found from the basic flow calculation of the previous 
chapter that for gaseous monolayers the effect of surface viscosity on 
flow patterns of the basic flow is very small compared to that of a 
surface-tension gradient. 
In the experiments in which interfacial circulation was observed, 
Poonawalla (64) assumed the absence of surfactants since he did not add 
them to his system. Hence surface films in his experiment, if they 
existed, must have consisted of natural contaminants. These contaminants 
can be assumed to form gaseous monolayers based upon the fact reported by 
Merson and Quinn (56) that natural contaminants in demineralized water 
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form gaseous monolayers. Combining this assumption with the discussion 
of the previous paragraph makes neglect of the surface viscosity a 
reasonable assumption. This, however, will make the mathematical 
description of the system more unstable than the corresponding physical 
system which it represents since presence of a surface viscosity is 
known to offer a stabilizing effect (7, 76). 
Another simplification in the stability analysis can be made by 
assuming that instability will set in via a stationary marginal state, 
thereby excluding the possibility of an oscillatory marginal regime. 
This assumption has been used in many analyses of stability problems in 
which a fluid interface was present (7, 76) and the validity of the 
principle of exchange of stabilities wa;; assumed without proof. In the 
present case the work of Sorokin (81), who found that for a fluid moving 
steadily in a closed volume the transition from the basic flow involves 
only disturbances that either decrease or increase monotonically in time, 
seems applicable if the drop is assumed to remain spherical under 
surface-tension disturbances. However, a rigorous proof of this 
applicability has yet to be done. The assumption of a spherical drop is 
also expected to offer a stabilizing effect in a way similar to cellular 
convection problem discussed by Scriven and Stemling (76), thereby 
making the mathematical system more stable than the actual physical 
system. 
Governing System for Linear Method 
The mathematical problem of hydrodynamic stability analysis can be 
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formulated by taking a given steady-state solution for the equations of 
motion (the Navier-Stokes equations) and superimposing a disturbance of 
a suitable kind. For infinitesimal disturbances, the non-linear terms 
with respect to the disturbance may be neglected and the governing system 
of the Navier-Stokes equations and the continuity equation becomes 
+ u'VU + U'Vu = — Vp + V^u (4—1) 
V-u = 0 (4-2) 
where u is the disturbance flow and U denotes the basic flow given by 
Equation (3-25). Equation (4-1) has been written in dimensionless form 
using the same characteristic parameters as those in section 3-A. The 
pressure term in Equation (4-1) is eliminated by taking the curl of the 
equation, which results in 
9 X X (V X u)J + Re[ (V X u) + v X (u*VU + Û*Vu)] = 0 
(4-3) 
Here the vector identity, v^u = - v x (v x u) for an incompressible 
fluid, has been used. 
Considering that Equation (4-3) is a linear equation in u, the 
independent variable t may be eliminated by assuming an exponential time 
dependence. That is, 
u(r, e, (p, t) = u(r, e, <j))e (4-4) 
where c is a complex number, c = c^ + ic^ with i = of which the real 
part represents the initial growth rate of a disturbance. Substituting 
Equation (4-4) into Equation (4-3) gives a final expression to be used in 
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this stability analysis. 
V X [v X (v X u)] - X u + ReV x ^u*VU + U*Vu] = 0 (4-5) 
where X = Re-c = + iX^. So far, no specific details of the present 
problem have been considered, and no restrictions other than 
incompressibility have been imposed on either the disturbance or the 
basic flow. Thus, Equation (4-5) along with the continuity equation may 
be used as a starting point for general linear stability problems 
involving an incompressible fluid. 
The criterion for stability is that X^ (or c^) be positive (X^ = 0 
will create a state of neutral stability). Since negative values of X^ 
will cause an unstable regime, the Reynolds number which corresponds to 
the first eigenvalue with a vanishing real part is designated as the 
critical Reynolds number. If X^ also vanishes in this case, the 
transition to instability takes place following a stationary pattern of 
motions, i.e. the principle of exchange of stabilities holds. Otherwise, 
the transition will involve oscillatory motions with a frequency of . 
^i 
It is then necessary to specify boundary conditions which the 
solution of Equations (4-2) and (4-5) must satisfy. These boundary 
conditions, except those with respect to (p, may be considered in 
parallel with those for the basic flow. The conditions with respect to 
(j) are specified easily by considering the periodicity of spherical 
geometry. That is. 
u(r, e, (})) = u(r, 0, (P+Ztt) (4-6) 
The boundary at 8 = "T consists of three parts as discussed earlier it 2 
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The no-slip condition and the vanishing of normal component of the 
velocity at the surface of nozzle material must also hold for disturbance 
flow. For that portion of the boundary which consists of the inlet flow 
at the center nozzle and the outlet flow at the annulus, it is assumed 
that there is no disturbance since disturbance flow manifests itself most 
distinctly at the interfacial region. Accordingly, the boundary 
condition at 6 = becomes 
In contrast to the axial symmetry and vanishing of the 6-component of the 
velocity at 6 = 0 for the basic flow case, it is not possible to ascribe 
any condition along the axis for the disturbance flow since there is no 
axial symmetry, as can be seen in Figure 1, and the existence of two 
circulation patterns indicates that the 0 or (f)-component of velocity 
does not vanish at 9 = 0. 
The condition at the singular point r = 0 is readily given as 
u is bounded at r = 0 (4-8) 
As was the case for basic flow, conditions at r = 1 are the most 
difficult boundary conditions to specify. Since it is assumed that the 
interface always remains spherical under surface-tension disturbances, 
the boundary conditions at r = 1 become interfacial conditions. 
According to the same reasoning as was discussed for basic flow, the 
normal component of the interfacial force balance is neglected. Then 
the assumption of a spherical interface requires that 
u = 0 at 8 = Y (4-7) 
at r = 1 (4-9) 
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Next, it is necessary to consider a tangential force balance at the 
interface. When the interfacial force balance equations given by 
Scriven (75) are written in terms of perturbations of the velocities and 
surface tension of the basic state, the quantities of the basic state 
can be eliminated by subtracting the force balance for the basic state. 
Then, the resulting equations include only disturbances and may be 
written in vector notation as 
^ ( ^  ) = - SjV^v' (4-10) 
in which the surface gradient operator on the unit sphere is defined by 
V V* = Ï -^+ i -1-1^ 
s 0 30 0 sin0 d(p 
and ig and i^ are unit vectors. The quantity u^ is the disturbance 
velocity along the interface, v* designates the disturbance in the 
dimensionless surface tension defined by v' = v - and the subscript 
b denotes the basic state. As discussed earlier, the effect of surface 
viscosity has been neglected in Equation (4-10). For later usage. 
Equation (4-10) can be further manipulated by applying the scalar 
product of the surface gradient operator on the unit sphere, defined as 
- 1 3 1 
's'^ s ° *71^-if 
and the continuity equation. Then, the resulting equation becomes 
where the Laplacian operator on the unit sphere is given by 
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The disturbance in the surface tension arises from its dependence on 
the local concentration of surfactants which was disturbed as a result 
of flow disturbances. Thus, the use of Equation (4-11) requires that 
the disturbance in the surfactant concentration at the interface be 
known. For the basic flow problem, a surface tension distribution was 
assumed, based upon physical reasoning. This was possible because the 
basic flow patterns were predictable. Since the disturbance flow 
patterns are not predictable, this assumption cannot be made for the 
disturbance in the surfactant concentration. It must be obtained from a 
material balance over the surfactants at the interface. To do this, the 
starting point is the surfactant material balance for the basic state, 
which can be expressed as 
j , = V • (r, Û ) - V (4-12) 
-'nb s b s s s b 
in which is the surface diffusivity, and F and designate the 
surfactant concentration and basic flow velocity along the interface, 
respectively, represents the flux from the bulk to the interface, and 
represents the flux transferred along the surface by the tangential 
component of the flow velocity. Disturbances are introduced into 
Equation (4-12) and the resulting equation must be solved for the 
disturbance in T. However, with this treatment, the resulting equation 
becomes too difficult to be used in Equation (4-11). To avoid this 
difficulty, some assumptions must be made for the mechanism of surfactant 
transport. 
The flux of surfactants from the bulk fluid to the interface is 
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determined by two processes: adsorption or desorption, and diffusion 
through the bulk fluid. The former being the rate determining step, the 
concentration of surfactants may be assumed to have a constant value of 
c^ throughout the bulk phase. This is a reasonable assumption for a drop 
with forced internal circulation since the bulk fluid is continuously 
renewed by the forced convection. Next a surfactant concentration, 
at the interface can be defined which is at equilibrium with the constant 
bulk concentration c . When there is a motion in the bulk fluid, the 
o 
surfactant concentration will be lower than the equilibrium concentration 
on the upstream part of the interface and higher at the downstream part. 
Levich (48) assumed that the deviation from the equilibrium concentration 
is very small compared to the equilibrium concentration for contaminated 
falling drops. If this assumption is employed here. Equation (4-12) may 
be approximated as 
Jrf, ' '•e's-i's - C'-") 
where T, , is defined by T, = T + T, , with T, , « T . 
bd b e bd bd e 
Introducing disturbances to Equation (4-13) and substracting the 
material balance of the basic state gives 
where j* is the disturbance of the flux in normal direction and r/. is 
n bd 
defined as 
r' = r, - r, , = (r - r^) - (r, - r ) = r - r, = r' 
bd d bd e be b 
This relation indicates that the disturbance of the deviation from the 
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equilibrium concentration is identical with the disturbance of the 
original concentration. Equation (4-14) can be further simplified by 
utilizing the assumption made by Berg and Acrivos (7) that surfactants 
are so slowly adsorbed or desorbed as to be essentially insoluble in the 
bulk fluid during the period of instability development» Then, the 
material balance for the surfactants at the interface becomes 
Here the equation has been written in dimensionless form and the 
continuity equation has been used. 
In order to combine Equation (4-15) with Equation (4-11), it is 
necessary to know the relation between surface tension and surfactant 
concentration. For gaseous monolayers, the relation is usually assumed 
to be linear (7, 29), and may be written as 
where k is a positive constant such that the higher the surfactant 
concentration, the lower the surface tension. Using Equation (4-16) and 
the definition of dimensionless surface tension in Equation (3-12) to 
combine Equation (4-15) with Equation (4-11) yields 
Here the dimensionless number a will be called a stability group and is 
defined by 
(4-15) 
e 
a' = - kr' (4-16) 
(4-17) 
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It is expected that the instability of the system increases with the 
surface-tension gradient of the basic state, (a - a / )/R. Actually, 
o tt/ 2 
the analysis will show that the system becomes more unstable with 
increasing a. 
Equation (4-5) and the boundary conditions. Equations (4-6), (4-7), 
(4-8), (4-9) and (4-17) define the governing system for linear stability 
analysis. The system will not be solved for arbitrary values of X in 
general. Rather solutions for only certain values of X will be allowed, 
i.e. it will be an eigenvalue problem for A. These eigenvalues will be 
affected by the flow characteristics of the basic state, which is 
determined by the Reynolds number and the dimensionless surface group S^, 
as well as by the stability group which characterizes the development of 
a disturbance flow at the interface. 
Toroidal-Poloidal Field Representation of the Governing System 
When a basic flow is a function of one independent variable as in 
Couette or Poiseuille flow, the partial differential equations governing 
a disturbance flow can be reduced to ordinary differential equations by 
analyzing the disturbance flow in terms of two-dimensional periodic 
waves (51). In the present case this customary introduction of normal 
modes is not possible because the basic flow depends on two spatial 
coordinates. A wave number m in the 41-direction of which the basic flow 
is independent can be used, but the two independent variables, r and 0, 
still remain. 
However, the partial differential equation can be reduced to an 
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equivalent set of infinite, coupled, ordinary differential equations by 
taking advantage of the incompressibility condition and using an 
appropriate series representation. As discussed in Appendix C, any 
solenoidal vector field can be represented in terms of two vector 
components, a toroidal component, T, and a poloidal component, S. Thus, 
the disturbance velocity field u may be written as 
Û = T + S (4-19) 
where T and S are defined by their defining scalars, Y and $, as 
T = V X ( p r) S = V X [v X ( -p r)] (4-20) 
With this treatment. Equation (4-2) is satisfied automatically and the 
components of velocity in spherical coordinates are 
1 3 . „ 3 1 3^ 
"hers L ' - 3? 3? - âF 
A fundamental basis for these toroidal and poloidal fields may be 
obtained by expanding the defining scalars in spherical harmonics with 
coefficients which are allowed to be functions of r. Expressing the 
velocity field in terms of this fundamental basis is equivalent to 
analyzing the disturbance flow into normal modes. Thus, it is necessary 
to make the expansion series satisfy the boundary conditions with respect 
to 0 and (ji. It should be noted that the same technique was used when 
the expansion series for the stream function of basic flow was chosen. 
Accordingly, W and $ are expanded as 
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-  < * > + £ .  
Y(r) = Z I coseT (r)Y (0, <^) 
l=o m=-2, 
_ «> +£ 
$(r) = Z Z coses (r)Y (e, 
£=o nF=-£ 
for £ - m = odd (4-22) 
— in in which r is the position vector and Y^ is the spherical harmonic 
defined as 
Y°(e, 4)) = (cos8) (4-23) 
and P™(cos6) is the associated Legendre polynomials, defined by 
— £ 
P™ (x) = (1 - x2) 2 ( A (4-24) 
£ dx 2^! 
with X = cose. 
Since a specific value of m is considered for the axial wave number 
and the eigenvalue problem is solved over integer values of m, the 
summation over the index m may be eliminated. On the other hand, it is 
necessary to truncate the infinite series at some appropriate number of 
terms for practical calculation. Thus, Equation (4-17) is written as 
ITR 
Y = Z COS6T Y™ 
£ ^ ^ 
ITR 
$ = Z COS8S Y™ (4-25) 
£ ^ ^ 
where £ = (m+1), (m+3), , ITR, and the summation limit ITR 
denotes the order of truncation. The components of velocity written in 
terms of these series are obtained by substituting Equation (4-25) to 
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Equation (4-21). ïTiey are 
rcosfi 1U±12±2 s.Y® 
ITR 
u = Z 
Z 
Z Z 
T.ï^ ) - sine - spf 
cos0 ( 
im 
r sxn - F 7 
(4-26) 
where ( )' and ( ) are defined as before. The components of Equation 
(4-26) are complex. It is understood that the real parts represent 
physical quantities. For integer m, the periodicity condition with 
respect to (p is satisfied and, considering the properties of associated 
Legendre polynomials, indicates that all components of velocity vanish 
at 8 = Y . Thus, the representation of the disturbance flow by Equation 
(4-26) satisfies all the velocity boundary conditions with respect to 
0 and (j). It can also be shown that, since the integer m designates the 
periodicity in the circumferential direction, the disturbance flows 
represented by m = 1, m = 2, and m = 3 will grow to be two, four, and 
six circulation patterns, respectively, if the system is unstable. 
Substituting Equations (3-25) and (4-26) to Equation (4-5) will 
give a vector equation which is written in terms of Legendre polynomials, 
spherical harmonics, and basic and disturbance flow component functions. 
This equation when multiplied by an unit poloidal, , for which the 
function of r in the defining scalar is unity, and integrated over a 
unit sphere, 0 _< 6 ^  it and 0 ^  (j) ^ 2it, gives an ordinary differential 
equation governing the disturbance flow component functions, and T^. 
The integration of some terms becomes very simple when the properties of 
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the toroidal and poloidal fields given in APPENDIX B are utilized. Then 
the multiplication of a series of unit poloidals, (n = (m + I), 
(m + 3), , ITR), and subsequent intergration give a set of ordinary 
differential equations. By following the same procedure with a series of 
unit toroidals, 7^°^ (n = (m+l), (m + 3), , ITR), instead of 
poloidals, a second set of differential equations is obtained. 
It may be noted that the region of the integration with respect to 6 
is from 6 = 0 to 9 = it whereas the physical model of the hemispherical 
drop extends only to 6 = . This adjustment of the integration region 
not only reduces the amount of calculation by eliminating odd terms with 
respect to 8 = , but also makes the calculation mors convenient sines 
integration properties of spherical harmonics provided in most references 
on this topic are given in terms of the integration over the region 
0 ^  6 ^  -J . After considerable algebra, as outlined in Appendix D, the 
final results are 
for £, n = (m + 1), (m+3), ••• , ITR (4-27) 
in which M is defined as m»Re, and the coefficient functions, and 
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(j = 1, 2, 3), are defined by 
NTR  ^
= ''In ^  ''Zzn ^  ^ '"bJn ^  Cn > 
° hitn*'' + '•otn ^  * "Ln ^  
NTR ,„ g/ e 
+ i "Sun^ b" + h^ L  T + ? > 
1 1 . ™ 2 & 
- •'oln E 
K 
b 
NTR 
Z 
b 
2 -3 I ^ I, J NTR C Sr C ê. 
° •'ôîi. ^  + \iln  ^ (^ zn T + T ) 
3 ^ NTR g 
' Kzn*" + I <"-28) 
(}i(r) is given in terms of forcing and coefficient functions of the basic 
flow as 
NTR 
<j)(r) = F(r) - I (4-29) 
The coefficient constants, h^^^ and in Equation (4-28) and 
and in Equation (4-27), are derived in terms of integrals of 
various products of Legendre polynomials and associated Legendre 
polynomials over a unit sphere. Their detailed expressions are given 
in Appendix D. For m f 0, Equation (4-27) becomes complex. That is the 
governing equations for disturbance flows of two, four, and six 
circulation patterns are complex. Then the equation written in terms of 
real and imaginary parts will double the number of equations. 
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Next, it is necessary to write the boundary conditions with respect 
to r. Equations (4-8), (4-9) and (4-17), in terms of and S^. By 
examining the expressions for the velocity components in Equation (4-26), 
one can immediately write the corresponding boundary conditions for 
Equations (4-8) and (4-9). They are 
T (0) = 0 
n 
S (0) = S'(0) = 0 
n n 
at r = 0 
(4-30) 
S (1) =0 at r = 1 (4-31) 
n 
The boundary condition shown in Equation (4-17) may be transformed 
in a similar manner to that used to derive the governing equations. 
When the expression for u^ in Equation (4-26) is substituted into 
Equation (4-17) and Equation (4-31) is incorporated into the result, one 
obtains 
ITR ITR S 
I &(2+l){S;"(l) - 2S;(1)}Y^ = - Z £(£+1) S^(1)Y^ (4-32) 
Multiplying Equation (4-30) by sin0Y^™ (n = (m + 1), (m + 3), , ITR) 
and integrating over a unit sphere gives 
S"(l) = (2 - -^ )S'(1) (4-33) 
n an 
Here the orthogonality property of spherical harmonics has been employed. 
Equations (4-30), (4-31) and (4-33) provide the four boundary 
conditions needed on for each n since the system in Equation (4-27) 
is fourth order with respect to S^. However, only one boundary condition 
on T^ for each n has been derived, whereas the equation is second order 
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with respect to T^. Therefore, it is necessary to furnish one more 
boundary condition for T^. This is found by using the property of a 
toroidal vector field that 7^«T^ = 0. Substituting this property into 
Equation (4-10) gives 9%' = 0. Since there is no disturbance at 8 = » 
this represents the classical Dirichlet problem in which the function 
values are known along the boundary. However, since the function is 
zero everywhere on the boundary, the only solution to this problem is 
the trivial one for which the function is zero all over the surface. 
This implies that a disturbance in the surface tension cannot be 
introduced for a toroidal velocity field, i.e. no tangential force can 
be exerted at the interface by the toroidal component of velocity. 
Therefore, one has 
[ &F ( IF? = 0 atr=l 
and there follows 
T^(l) - 2T^(1) =0 at r = 1 (4-34) 
Equation (4-27) with boundary conditions. Equation (4-30), (4-31), 
(4-33) and (4-34), completely defines an eigenvalue problem for the 
eigenvalue A. In orer to illustrate the structure of the system, a 
specific case of m = 1 and ITR = 4 will be considered. This is the case 
of a disturbance flow consisting of two circulation patterns which is 
represented by two terms in the spherical harmonic series of Equation 
(4-26). 
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For n = 2, 
3 1 1 2 3 S'" 2 
C g + c S + (C + Ar^C ) + (C + Xr^C ) — 
22 2 42 4 22 22 42 42 r 
+ ^ 22 ÏT + (C 
5 , 6 S 5 g S 
+ C ) pr + (C + Xr2c ) pr 
22 22 r 
r 1 1 2 T' 2 T' 3 T 3 T 
+ "llK' * + ArZD,.,) (D'^  + Xr^ o'p ^  
+ iMCK^zS; 
For n = 4, 
1 2 S' 2 S" 3 S 3 S 
' + ^ 2^ " + K22 IT + 1^ 42 T - " ^ z z *  h z  ' 0 
1 1 2 o 3 ^2' 2 3 sr 
C24S;'"' + C44S;''' + (Cz, + XrZc,,) + (C44 + Xr^ C^ )^ 
r 
+ ^ 24 F? + ^ ^ + Xr2c^^) ^  
2 T: 2 T; 3 3 T^ 
+ H —T + H "gY J ~ ® 
44 
°24^r + D44TC' + (D24 + ^ ^ 
1 1 2 2 3 S 3 S 
iM[K2,S2' + K^^S;- + — + K,, — + ^ p- ] = 0 
The corresponding boundary conditions are 
s,(0) = s:(0) = s (0) = s;(0) = 0 
2 2 4 4 
TgCO) = T^(0) = 0 
at r = 0 
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at r = 1 
S^d) = S^(l) = 0 
s;'(i) = (2 - )s;(i) 
s;'(i) = (2 - if 
Tgci) = 2T2(1) 
?;(!) = 2T^ (1) 
As mentioned earlier, both governing equations and boundary conditions 
must be written in terms of real and imaginary parts in this case. 
Determination of Critical Reynolds Numbers 
In order to solve the eigenvalue problem derived in the previous 
section, the first task is to evaluate the numerous coefficients which 
are defined in terms of integrals of various triple products of Legendre 
polynomials and associated Legendre polynomials. Fortunately, it turns 
out that all of these integrals can be expressed either explicitly or in 
terms of a recurrence relationship by a common integral, / ^ P^P^™dx 
with X = cosS. This calculation is carried out by using various 
properties of Legendre polynomials and associated Legendre polynomials as 
described in Appendix E. Then, the common integral is evaluated 
according to the formula given by Gaunt (26). 
Since the disturbance flows to be considered in this analysis are 
those for two, four, and six circulation patterns, it is necessary to 
write the governing equations in terms of real and imaginary parts. 
To this end T^ and are written as 
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\  ' A * '  A  
(4-35) 
Substituting these expressions into Equation (4-27) and also into the 
corresponding boundary conditions yields 
ITR 1 o Q T. 
r 1 2 3 o r £. 
g ^  g 
- i=r + K^ ,(r) V + IPr }] = 0 
ITR -s; 4 1^ ; 
! Kn i=r" + «.n + AC,,r2) ^  T 
-S, 
+ (cin + r 2, i t 
+ r r^ + »%.(') 4  ^+  ^>1 = " 
ITR, 1 2 3 , 
: i^ r + 0>te + ?-
+ "'4nk) r=R + 4- + ipr }] = 0 
iiRf 1 2 3, fS;- 4 
: r^r" + (C%. + iCcnf') -7^ 
+ «L + r 
2\ r & 
- i^ r + %;.(!) V + ¥•>]=" &n i 2 2n r 2n 
for £, n = (m + 1), (m + 2), ••• , ITR 
with boundary conditions 
Set (i) 
Set (ii) 
(4-36) 
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9 
9 
1^,(0) - 0 at r = 0 
9 
-0 ,s,(1) = 0 
A » '  = 0  ,T,(1) = 0 at r = 1 (4-37) 
Consideration of the structure of Equation (4-36) reveals that 
equations of Set (i) include only and whereas those of Set (ii) 
imposed. These conditions may be assumed for this problem since they do 
not violate the boundary conditions. It can also be seen that the 
corresponding boundary conditions for the two sets become the same. 
As a result, the eigenvalue problem defined by the two sets become 
identical. Thus, the subscripts, i and r, may be omitted and the 
eigenvalue problem can be rewritten as 
include only ,T. and S., and that the two sets become identical when the 
1 il r & 
conditions T. = .T. and S„ 
r 2 1 £ r £ 
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+ + <,(r) ^  + H^ Cr) ^  }] = 0 
for £., n = (m + 1), (m + 3), ••• , ITR 
with boundary conditions 
s;(0) = S^(0) = T^(0) = 0 at r = 0 
(4-38) 
s^'(i) = (2 - )s;(i) 
St(l) = 0 
T^(l) = 2 T ^ ( 1 )  
at r = 1 
This eigenvalue problem can be solved numerically as an initial 
value problem by using a fourth-order Runge-Rutta method. To start with. 
Equation (4-38) is reduced to a larger system of first-order equations 
by defining 
Y, 
^6(j,-m)-5 ^2 6 (S,—m)—2 "i 
Y = T'' 
6(&—m)—4 £ 
6(£.—m)—3 
Y = q" 
6(£—m)—1 Z 
^6(2-m) 
for Z = (m + 1), (m + 3), , ITR 
With these variables, Equation (4-38) then becomes 
6(2—m)—5 ^6(£—m)—4 
6(2—m)—3 6(2—m)—2 
6(2—m)—2 ^6(2—m)—1 
6(2—m)—1 ^6(2—m) 
(4-40) 
for 2 = (m + 1), (m + 3), ITR (4-41) 
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However, the expressions for ^6(£.-ni) be 
obtained explicitly. As can be seen from Equation (4-38), they must be 
obtained by solving a set of simultaneous equations. To elucidate the 
scheme, a specific case of m = 1 and ITR = 4 will be considered. In this 
case, Y' and Y' are obtained by solving the following set of equations; 
2 8 
y 
Y, 3 . '3&-5 
T2-= - 2.^ .4 [(0%4 + <'^ >^ 31-1 
2 ^3&-2 ^3 "^3£-3 
(4-42) 
Since the right hand sides (RHS's) of Equation (4-42) are known from 
Equation (4-41), Equation (4-42) can be solved for Y^ and Yg. Then Y^ 
and Yj^^ are obtained in a similar manner by solving 
V'] 
^ „5, , .t ''sji-a 
S Je + [(c,, + xc^ ,r2) 
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(4-43) 
The RHS's of Equation (4-43) are given by Equation (4-41) and the 
solution of Equation (4-42). Thus, it is necessary to solve two sets of 
simultaneous equations to evaluate increments for each step of Runge-
Kutta integration. Since the size of the sets of simultaneous equations 
increases with the number of truncation in the series approximation, 
this partly explains the fact that the amount of computation increases 
rapidly with the number of truncation. 
Corresponding boundary conditions can readily be written as follows 
s. 
?6(%-m)-l(l) = (2 - )Y6(2_m)_2(l) 
^6(2-m)-3(l) " ° 
^6(%-m)-4(l) " ^^6(£-m)-5^^^ 
at r = 1 
(4-44) for I = (m+1), (m+3), , ITR 
Given insufficient boundary conditions at an ead of the boundary, say 
r = 1, Equations (4-41) - (4-43) may be integrated as an initial value 
problem. Unless the insufficient boundary conditions were given cor­
rectly, the result of integration will not satisfy the required boundary 
conditions at the other end. However, since the system is linear, those 
incorrect guesses may be combined such that the required conditions are 
satisfied if the guesses are made linearly independent as follows: 
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Y = 
Y^(l) 
Ygd) 
YgCl) 
6(ITR-in)-3 (1) 
1 n 
0 
0 
*• 0 
and 
0 
1 
0 
- 0 J 
rO 
0 
0 
0 
•- 1 -i 
1st guess 2nd guess (ITR-Bri-l)th guess 
(4-45) 
With these guesses, integrations of Equations (4-41) - (4-43) will give 
the following corresponding sets for the required conditions at the 
other end: 
^ yJ(0) 
Y3(0) 
A = Y^(0) 
Yj(0) 
7^(0) 
74(0) 
Y^(0) 
Y^^O) 
T^CO) 
^6 (ITR-m)-3(°) 
^6(ITR-in)-2^°^ 
for i = Y (ITR - m + 1) 
6(ITR-m)-3 
6(ITR-m)-2 
(0) 
(0) 
6(ITR-m)-3 
fi 
6 (ITR-m)-2 -i 
(4-46) 
in which the superscript j means that the j-th column is obtained with 
the j-th guess in Equation (4-45). 
When the required conditions are made homogeneous, the set of 
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equations to be solved is: 
ÂY = Ô (4-47) 
If Equation (4-47) is to have a non-trivial solution for Y^j^(l), 
Y^^(l), ••• , and the determinant of the coefficient matrix 
must be equal to zero. For an arbitrary value of X, this will not become 
zero in general. Thus, the values of the determinant are obtained as a 
function of A, and the values of X which make the determinant zero are 
obtained as eigenvalues for Equation (4-38) with the boundary conditions 
of Equation (4-39). Figure 5 shows a typical relation between the 
determinant and A and indicates that there arises a spectrum of 
eigenvalues. 
Equation (4-46) implies that the number of integrations to obtain 
lAl increases with the truncation number. In addition to the increase 
in amount of computation needed to carry out an integration for an 
increased number of truncation, this also contributes to the increase in 
computation time associated with increasing truncation number. Typical 
computation times to obtain a value of lAl on an Itel AS/5 computer using 
FORTRAN IV are 1 sec for ITR = m + 1, 36 secs for ITR = m + 3, 110 secs 
for ITR = m + 5, and 270 sees for ITR = m + 7. Fortunately, the series 
converges very rapidly and can be approximated with reasonable accuracy 
by using only a few terms. Figure 6 shows the values of the least 
eigenvalue as a function of truncation number. The convergence at a 
Reynolds number of 100 becomes a little slower than that at a Reynolds 
number of 10. However, the change is not great, and it is expected that 
the series converges at a similar rate for Reynolds numbers between 10 
3 
ii< 
m 
Re = 10 
Sn= 1.25x10 
4 
120 
X 
Figure 5. Determination of the lowest eigenvalue Aj from a spectrum of eigenvalues obtained for 
a specific set of basic state and disturbance flow pattern. 
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SERES 
Figure 6. The lowest eigenvalues at Re = 10 and Re = 100 approaching 
asymptotic values as the number of terms in the spherical 
harmonic series increases. 
100 
and 100. 
The eigenvalues will change for different basic flows which can be 
represented by a specific set of values for Reynolds number and the 
surface group S^. They will also change according to the values of 
stability group a. Every eigenvalue of the spectrum must be obtained as 
a function of one of these three factors. These functions can be used 
to obtain values of that factor for which the eigenvalues become negative. 
These are the critical points at which a disturbance may grow to produce 
a different flow regime, since the initial disturbance growth rate is 
the negative of the eigenvalues. Among these critical points, it is 
generally accepted that the system becomes unstable at the lowest 
critical point. For example, this point is designated as the critical 
Reynolds number when the factor is the Reynolds number of the basic flow. 
It is also possible to obtain a critical a for a given Reynolds number 
of the basic flow in a similar manner if, in fact, the system can become 
unstable by changing a at that value of the Reynolds number. Another 
way to investigate the effect of a on stability is to observe its effect 
on the critical Reynolds number. 
The critical Reynolds number will also be affected by disturbance 
flow patterns introduced into the analysis. The principle of selective 
amplification indicates that the flow pattern which gives the lowest 
critical Reynolds number will appear first when the system becomes 
unstable. This is because the flow patterns of the greatest initial 
disturbance growth rate will dominate with time. In assuming these flow 
patterns, it should be noted that the wave number which determines the 
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number of circulation patterns can assume only integer numbers because 
of the periodicity requirement of the spherical geometry. 
Governing System for Energy Method 
The global approach to the hydrodynamic stability requires that both 
the linear and the energy method for stability analysis be considered. 
The linear method has been dealt with in previous three sections. This 
section is devoted to the energy method. Although a complete calculation 
was not carried out by this method, application of the variational 
formulation for computing improved results for universal stability gave 
an interesting result. It will be shown that the Euler-Lagrange equation 
of the variational formulation for the present system becomes the same 
as that derived by Serrin (77) for perturbations in a closed fluid flow 
if appropriate assumptions are made. 
The formulation starts with the observation that both the basic 
flow U and the perturbed flow, v = u + U, satisfy the Navier-Stokes 
equations. For v and U, the equations are 
— + v*Vv = — — Vp ' + V^v (4—49) 
9t p Re 
+ U*VU = — — Vp + V^U (4—50) 0 L p KG 
By subtracting Equation (4-50) from Equation (4-49), one obtains 
-|^  + u*9U + vVu ~ ~ ~ V(p^ -p) + V^ u (4-51) 
Forming the scalar product of Equation (4-51) with u by using some 
identities of velocity vectors of an incompressible fluid gives 
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( Y = - u'TU'u - •— (Vu:Vu - 7^( -j u^)) - V*n (4-52) 
where ri is defines as 
—  1  ,  ^  1 2" (4—53) 
n = — (p - p)u + Y 
The identities used are 
V' V u * u  =  7 *  (  Y  u ^ v )  
V(p' - p) • u = y • (p' - p)u 
u • 9^u = V • ( Y Vu^) - Vu;Vu 
When Equation (4-52) is integrated over the entire region of a 
drop, E, the resulting equation describes the time rate of change of the 
total knetic energy of the system for a disturbance flow. The result of 
the integration can be written as 
= - / [u*D*u + {Vu:Vu - u^)}j (4-54) 
E 
1-7 - -
where k = / -r u-^ is the total kinetic energy, / Vu:Vu is the viscous 
E E 
dissipation, and / u-VU«u = / u*D-u is the energy production integral 
E E 
which couples the strain rate tensor of the basic flow D to the 
disturbance flow. The last term on the RilS of Equation (4-52) has been 
eliminated by using the divergence theorem and the assumption that the 
interface always remains spherical. For a solid boundary as in the 
derivation of Serrin (77), one more term, / v2( u^), vanishes when the 
E 
divergence theorem is applied. This additional term due to the 
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interfacial boundary makes the energy equation of Equation (4-54) 
different from the Reynolds-Orr energy equation. 
In order to estabilish a criterion of stability. Equation (4-54) can 
be written in a different form according to the method shown by Joseph 
(41). 
/ {u-D-u - ^  V^( Y 
E 
(4-55) 
Here and are defined by 
f Vu;Vu > a^ f -r 
E - E 2 
/ (U'D'U - ^  V^( Y u2)) 
= max { - — 2—I } (4-56) 
^E h / VuiVu 
E 
where h is a collection of kinecatically admissible vectors, is.e. vectors 
satisfying both the incompressibility condition, V*u =0, and the 
boundary conditions. Then Equation (4-55) may be integrated to obtain 
^ - i ^!t=o ^ ^  (4-57) 
E 
It follows that if Re < p , the kinetic energy of the disturbance motion 
hi 
will decrease and the system will be stable. 
The problem of finding Pg can be consolidated into a single 
variational problem; 
- f [u'D'u - V^( -J u^)] = Maximum (4-58) 
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where the vector field u must satisfy the constraints 
f Vu; Vu = 1 
E 
V*u = 0 
boundary conditions on BE (4-59) 
According to the well-known procedure of the calculus of variation 
(14), a solution of the variational problem is attempted by introducing 
the Lagrange multipliers v* and Ç = Ç(r, t) given as 
Augmented function = / [u-D-u - V^( y u^) + v*Vu:Vu - 2çv*u] 
E 
(4-60) 
and a one parameter family of comparison functions w, defined as 
w(r, t, e) = u(r, t) + ev(r, t) (4-61) 
Since w is a kinematically admissible vector satisfying the boundary 
conditions for any e, v must be the same kind of vector, except that it 
must vanish at the boundary. This is because the boundary conditions are 
satisfied by u. When Equation (4-61) is substituted to Equation (4-60), 
there arises the expression 
H(e) = / [(u + Ev)'D' (u + ev) + v2(u2 + 2eu«v + e^v^) 
E 
+ V V(u + ev):V(u + ev) - 2çv- (u + ev)] (4-62) 
In order that u(r, t) = w(r, t, o) may be the desired maximizing 
function, H(s) must satisfy H'(0) = 0. Differentiating Equation (4-48) 
with respect to e and substituting e = 0 gives 
H'(0) = 2 / [(u'D - v*v2u + VÇ)«v + V«{v*v*Vu - Çv 
E 
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- iRi" V(û'v)}] (4-63) 
By using the divergence theorem, the second term in the bracket can be 
written as 
/ {v*v-Vu - %v - (u X (V X v) + V X (V X u) + (u*V)v + (vV)u)} 
3E ® 
in which 3E designates the boundary of E. This expression becomes zero 
if = 0. Then the resulting Euler-Lagrange equation of this 
variational problem becomes the same as that obtained by Serrin (77). 
Now, when this equation is written in the following form, it bears a 
remarkable similarity to the Navier-Stokes equation: 
u"D = - VÇ + v*V^u (4—64) 
One remaining question then is the existence of a non-zero vector 
which satisfies v = 0 and = 0 on 3E, and V»v =0. A general proof of 
on 
the existence will not be attempted here, but an example of such a 
vector may be given as v = (0, 0, n(r, 9)) with Ti(r, 6) satisfying 
n(l, 0)= 0, n^(l, 6) = 0, and n(r, ^  ) = 0. It can be seen that this 
choice of v satisfies those conditions. 
For any solution of Equation (4-64), one may write 
This equation is obtained by applying the scalar product of u to 
Equation (4-64) and integrating over E. Combining this equation with the 
second equation in Equation (4-56) finally gives an expression for p^. 
That is. 
(4-65) 
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V* + ( —— V*) / u^) (4—66) 
E ^ 
Because of the second term on the RHS of Equation (45), it is not 
possible to obtain — directly from the solution of Equation (4-64). 
However, for the purpose of obtaining a stability criterion, this 
difficulty may be resolved as follows. Marginal stability will arise 
when Pg becomes the same as the Reynolds number of the basic flow. Then 
Equation (4-66) indicates that must be equal to at the point of 
marginal stability. Thus, p^ can be obtained from the solution of 
Equation (4-64) to obtain a critical Reynolds number. The values of 
apart from the marginal stability point cannot be obtained in this way, 
but will have values as described in Figure 7. 
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CHAPTER 5. RESULTS 
The results of the basic flow calculation will be compared with the 
experimental observations reported by Burkhart, et al. (12), and the 
stability calculations will be compared with the experiments of 
Poonawalla (64). The reports of both experiments used Reynolds numbers 
based upon the inner nozzle diameter, the average velocity at the center 
nozzle, and the viscosity and density of drop phase. In order to make 
the comparison convenient, all Reynolds numbers in this chapter are 
based upon these characteristic parameters. 
Flow Patterns for the Basic State 
As discussed earlier, the basic state is an axially symmetric 
steady flow in which the liquid from the center nozzle travels along the 
central axis and returns to the base of the nozzle by means of the 
technique of forced internal circulation, forming a circulatory flow 
pattern. In initial calculations of this flow, it was assumed that 
there was no surfactant at the interface, and the values of various 
surface groups were set equal to zero. Later, the effects of the 
presence of surfactants on flow behavior will be demonstrated by the 
change of flow patterns when finite values were assumed for the surface 
groups. 
Figure 8, 9, and 10 show flow patterns for the basic state 
obtained by the Legendre polynomial series representation of the stream 
function, as derived in Chapter 3. The velocity distribution at the 
center nozzle was parabolic in these calculations. The flow patterns in 
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Figure 8. Flow patterns of forced internal circulation before a 
rotational flow appears. Surfactant free system 
(S = 0, S = 0). 
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Figure 9. Emergence of a rotational flow in forced internal circulation. 
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Figure 10. Growing rotational flow region with increasing Reynolds 
number in forced internal circulation. Surfactant free 
system (S^ = 0, = 0). 
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these figures may be divided into two regimes of flow, rotating and non-
rotating. Figure 8 shows flow patterns before a rotational flow appears. 
These flow patterns approximate the flow shown in the top part of Figure 
12 reported by Burkhart, et al.(12) which was identified qualitatively 
by accumulated aluminum particles in the lower part of a drop. Figure 8 
depicts the details of this flow pattern and describes how the flow 
pattern changes with increasing Reynolds numbers until a rotational flow 
appears. The stream lines are almost straight for low Reynolds numbers 
and become curved more and more with increasing Reynolds numbers. 
A rotational flow appears at a Reynolds number of 5.8, as shown in 
Figure 9. Figure 10 shows the development of this rotational flow as the 
Reynolds number increases. The region of rotational flow grows with 
increasing Reynolds numbers and a fully developed rotational flow is 
achieved at a Reynolds number of 10.0. With a further increase of 
Reynolds number, it becomes extremely difficult to obtain convergence in 
solving the differential equations which come from the coefficient 
functions in the Legendre polynomial series representation. 
The Reynolds number criterion of 5.8 for the emergence of rotational 
flow is considerably lower than the Reynolds number of 9.7 at which 
Burkhart, et al.observed experimentally the emergence of rotational flow. 
There are several differences between the present mathematical model and 
the system used in their experiment, however. The transmission of a 
shear force from the continuous phase and the effects of surfactants 
were not considered in the computations. If these factors had been 
considered, a val.ue greater than 5.8 for the computed Reynolds number . 
0 > 0 
20 
30 
,60 
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Figure 11. Migration of the center of rotational flow according to different Reynolds numbers 
In forced Internal circulation. Surfactant free system (S^ =0, = 0). 
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criterion would have resulted. This would decrease the difference 
between theory and experiment. But, as will be shown later, changing 
the interfacial conditions does not affect the flow significantly at 
distances far from the interface. Since the rotational flow emerges 
near the center, the differences in interfacial conditions do not have 
a pronounced effect on the Reynolds number criterion. 
The assumptions of a spherical drop and the nature of the velocity 
distribution assumed at the center nozzle should also be considered. 
It is not presently possible to estimate the effect of the former 
assumption on the Reynolds number criterion, but when plug flow instead 
of a parabolic velocity profile was assumed in the center nozzle, the 
Reynolds number criterion decreased from 5.8 to 3.5. Thus, modification 
of the velocity distribution to a more nearly correct description will 
widen the discrepancy since the velocity distribution at the center 
nozzle is expected to have a form somewhere between plug and parabolic 
flow. 
On the other hand, the Reynolds number criterion observed in the 
experiment may be questioned. Figure 12 shows two time lapse photographs 
taken by Burkhart, et al of aluminum particles within forced internal 
circulation drops. The upper one is a drop with no rotational flow, and 
the lower one shows a fully developed rotational flow. These views 
suggest that it may not be easy to detect the emergence of a rotational 
flow for a region as small as that shown in Figure 9. The discrepancy 
may partly be attributed to this difficulty. However, the similarity 
between computed and photographed flow patterns is obvious, and the 
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Figure 12. Time lapse photographs of Aluminum particles in a drop 
with forced internal circulation. 
Upper : Cyclohexane drop in water. Re = 0.3. 
Lower : Mineral oil drop in water. Re = 15.5. 
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migration of the center of the rotational flow which is shown in Figure 
11 agrees with that expected from experimental observations. 
The dependence of the flow patterns on the velocity distribution at 
the center nozzle is an interesting aspect of this mathematical model 
which could not be considered in the numerical simulation by Sandry (71). 
Since he used a two dimensional grid, it was very difficult for him to 
reduce the grid size small enough such that the velocity distribution in 
the nozzle could be considered. A part of the reason for his extremely 
low Reynolds number criterion of 0.8 for the emergence of rotational 
flow may be due to his assumption of a uniform velocity distribution at 
the center nozzle. 
The effects of surfactants on flow behavior are due to modifications 
of the surface tension and the surface viscosity. In order to consider 
the effect of a surface-tension variation, it is necessary to know the 
distribution of the surface-tension gradient. To this end, an assumption 
had to be made for this distribution since its calculation from other 
system variables was not attempted. A distribution of the type assumed 
by Schechter and Farley (73) for a moving drop was used. It was assumed 
that the surface-tension gradient was distributed as (a - a ,_)sin28. 
O TT/Z 
Levan and Newman (47) found, in studying gaseous monolayers on the 
surface of a rising bubble, that the peak of the distribution occurs 
near the rear stagnation point whereas it occurs at the equator when the 
sinusoidal distribution of Schechter and Farley is used. If the same 
thing happens in case of drops with forced internal circulation, then 
the effect of surface flow retardation from a sinusoidally distributed 
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surface tension gradient becomes greater than that which would be observed 
experimentally. This happens because the boundary condition which 
contains the surface-tension gradient is determined by integration of the 
products of Legendre polynomials and the distribution function. For a 
given drop in surface tension, the integral becomes greater when the 
maximun of the distribution function occurs near the apex of the drop. 
Figure 13 shows two examples of retarded flow patterns caused by 
surface-tension gradients for the case in which there is no interfacial 
flow. The upper one is the computed flow pattern at a Reynolds number 
of 6.0, and the lower one is for a Reynolds number of 7.0. The values of 
the surface-tension gradient group which made the interfaces stagnant 
-4 -3 
were 2.39 x 10 and 3.53 x 10 , respectively. These flow patterns 
indicate that when the interfacial flow is retarded because of the 
presence of a surface-tension gradient, then there is also a significant 
change in the internal flow patterns. 
Figure 14 compares the 0-components of velocities with and without 
a surface-tension gradient. This comparison reveals that the effect of 
surfactants on internal flow within a drop with forced internal 
circulation is quite different from the surfactant effect for a moving 
drop. The presence of surfactants retards internal flow everywhere 
within a moving drop since the driving force for internal flow is 
supplied by the retarded interfacial flow. On the other hand, for the 
case of a drop with forced internal circulation, the flow is retarded 
in the interfacial region, but is accelerated in other regions. This 
happens because the decreased amount of flow in the interfacial region 
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Figure 13. Change in internal flow patterns due to a surface-tension 
gradient caused by the presence of surfactants. 
Upper: 8^=2.39x10 S^=0, Re=6.0, stagnant interface. 
Lower: 5^=3.53x10 S^=0, Re=7.0, stagnant interface. 
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must be compensated in some other part of the drop when a constant 
amount of liquid is injected and withdrawn through the concentric nozzles. 
As a result, the internal flow is accelerated in some parts, and the 
region of rotational flow decreases such that a more area is available 
for circulation. This fact partly explains the difference in the effects 
of the presence of surfactants on mass transfer in forming and moving 
drops. 
The change of flow patterns is greater near the interfacial region 
than near the center. Since a rotational flow emerges near the center, 
the Reynolds number criterion at which ja. rotational flow emerges is not 
changed significantly by changing the interfacial conditions. However, 
for higher Reynolds numbers, greater surface-tension gradients may be 
present and may change the flow patterns more significantly. Figure 15 
shows the values of the surface-tension gradient group which makes 
the interface stagnant for different Reynolds numbers. These are the 
maximum values for the surface-tension gradient group since a flow in 
the reverse direction is not possible. 
It is interesting to compare the values of the surface-tension 
gradient group in this study with those obtained by Levan and Newman (47). 
For gaseous monolayers on the surface of bubble rising at a terminal 
velocity of 3.4 x IQ ^ cm/sec through water containing 5 x 10 ^ molefZ 
of isoamyl alcohol, they found that the surface-tension gradient given 
as (a - a )/R was less than 1.0 x iQ ^ dyne/cm^. They also found that 
O TI 
the interface became stagnant when the surface-tension gradient was 
increased to 2.0 x 10 ^ dyne/cm^. When these surface-tension gradients 
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Figure 15. Values of the surface-tension gradient group S at which 
the interface becomes stagnant. 
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are applied to the present system with a maximum velocity of 20 cm/sec 
at the center nozzle and a density of 1 g/cm^ for the drop phase, the 
corresponding values of the surface-tension gradient group are 
1.2 X 10 and 2.5 x 10 . From Figure 15, it can be seen that these 
values of the surface-tension gradient group make the interface stagnant 
at Reynolds numbers of 0.3 and 6.2, respectively. This comparison 
suggests that the surface-tension gradients of the same order of 
magnitude exert similar effects on interfacial flow in both cases. 
A unique feature of this study is that the effect of surface 
viscosity was considered in studying the effects of surfactants on the 
flow behavior within drops. This effect is represented by the surface 
—3 —2 
viscosity group S^. These values range from 1.5 x 10 to 1.5 x 10 
for gaseous monolayers on a bulk fluid of viscosity of 1 x 10 ^ g/cm»sec 
since gaseous monolayers have surface viscosities ranging from 10 ^  to 
—tf 
10 g/sec. Figure 16 shows a typical change in interfacial velocity for 
different values of the surface viscosity group. It may be noted from 
this graph that the change in interfacial velocity is less than 1 % for 
gaseous monolayers. Thus, it may be concluded that the effect of 
surface viscosity on flow behavior is not important in case of gaseous 
monolayers. This result agrees with the conclusion made by Berg and 
Acrivos (7) and justifies the neglect of surface viscosity in the 
stability calculation. 
Linear Stability Analysis 
In order to study the stability of a system at different Reynolds 
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numbers, it is necessary to know how the surface-tension distribution 
changes with Reynolds numbers so that the corresponding basic states 
may be determined. In the basic flow calculation, the distribution was 
assumed to be always sinusoidal, and the effect of a variation in 
surface-tension gradient was observed by changing the surface-tension 
gradient group independently of the Reynolds number. Accordingly, the 
stability calculation was carried out for an arbitrarily chosen surface-
tension gradient group S^, and the effect of a change in the basic state 
produced by different values of the surface-tension gradient group was 
considered separately. The value chosen for the surface-tension 
-5 
gradient group was 1.25 x 10 which was observed on the surface of a 
rising bubble by Levan and Newman (47). 
Figure 17 shows the smallest eigenvalues, as a function of Reynolds 
number, which correspond to the greatest initial disturbance growth 
rates. It is not possible to observe a negative initial disturbance 
growth rate since a disturbance of infinitesimal size dies out with time 
when the growth rate is negative. However, the growth rate may be used 
as a measure of the instability of the system. Thus, it may be noted 
from Figure 17 that the instability of the system increases with 
increasing Reynolds numbers. The disturbance growth rate becomes 
positive at Reynolds numbers greater than the critical Reynolds number, 
and the system becomes unstable. The critical Reynolds numbers were 
observed when the basic flow became a fully developed rotational flow. 
Figure 17 also indicates that the disturbance growth rate changes 
according to different patterns of disturbance flow. To illustrate this 
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Figure 17. Determination of critical Reynolds numbers for different 
disturbance flow patterns. The critical Reynolds numbers 
are 10.4, 10.7, 11.3, and 12.2 for two, four, six, and 
eight circulation patterns, respectively. 
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feature more clearly, the growth rate was presented as a function of 
wave number in Figure 18. The decrease in growth rate with increasing 
wave numbers indicates that the system is more stable for disturbance 
flows consisting of larger numbers of circulation patterns. Accordingly, 
the critical Reynolds numbers for larger numbers of circulation patterns 
became higher, as shown in Figure 19. Thus, applying the principle of 
selective amplification to this result explains the experimental 
observation that a flow of two circulation patterns appears first when 
the system becomes unstable as the Reynolds number increases. 
Another aspect which can be seen in Figures 17, 18, and 19 is that 
the stability increases more rapidly for larger numbers of circulation 
patterns. It is interesting to note that the change of stability in 
this manner coincides with the change in the Reynolds numbers at which 
Poonawalla (64) observed circulation patterns. However, there is no 
fundamental difference between the stability of 8 circulation patterns 
and the stability of 2, 4, and 6 circulation patterns. The reason why 
Poonawalla could not observe circulation patterns more than 6 might have 
been due to the difficulty of experimentally obtaining a high enough 
Reynolds number without significantly distorting the interface due to 
the impingement of the jet. The occurrence of circulation patterns 
greater than 6 in flat circular interfaces supports this view. 
Although the stability characteristics predicted by the present 
mathematical model — that the instability of the system increases with 
increasing Reynolds numbers such that the system becomes hydrodynamically 
unstable at Reynolds numbers above a critical value, and that the system 
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is most unstable for a disturbance resulting in two circulation 
patterns — agree well with what was expected from experimental 
observation, there is a significant difference between the computed and 
expected critical Reynolds numbers. The experimental observation that 
two circulation patterns appear when a rotational internal flow emerges 
suggests that the critical Reynolds number for the present system be 
obtained at a Reynolds number of approximately 6.0. Nevertheless, the 
computed value of 10.4 is obviously higher than this. 
For the purpose of explaining this difference, the assumptions used 
in this model may be considered. These are the simplifications in 
interfacial phenomenon such as the neglect of surface viscosity and the 
assumption that the interface remains spherical under a surface-tension 
disturbance. The former should have made the computed Reynolds number 
lower than that of the physical system whereas the latter must have had 
an effect in the opposite direction. However, as will be shown later, 
the effect of change in interfacial conditions on the critical Reynolds 
numbers is so small that this effect may not be expected to resolve the 
difference. A more plausible explanation is the nature of linear 
stability analysis. Since the disturbances in linear stability analysis 
are restricted to be of infinitesimal size, the critical Reynolds 
numbers obtained by the linear method are often much higher than those 
experimentally observed. An extreme example of this is the case of 
Poiseuille flow which is predicted to be stable at any Reynolds numbers. 
That is, the critical Reynolds number predicted by linear theory is 
infinite. 
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The effect of interfacial properties on stability is represented by 
the stability group a. Figure 20 shows the change of initial disturbance 
growth rate at a Reynolds number of 10.5 for different values of the 
stability group. The disturbance growth rate does not change appreciably 
and approaches one of two asymptotic values for values of the stability 
-7 -2 
group less than 10 or greater than 10 . Between these values, it 
increases markedly with increasing values of the stability group, which 
indicates that instability increases with increasing surface-tension 
gradient and increasing surface diffusivity. As a result of this 
increasing instability, there appears a critical value at which a stable 
system becomes unstable for a further increase in the stability group. 
By analogy with the concept of a critical Reynolds number, this may be 
called a critical stability group. Bet it may be noted from the 
asymptotic behavior in Figure 20 that the critical stability groups can 
be obtained for only a certain range of Reynolds numbers around 10 
whereas critical Reynolds numbers can be obtained for any interfacial 
conditions. 
For all previous calculations in which the effect of the stability 
group ct on the stability of the system was not considered, a value of » 
was used for the stability group. This choice can be explained as 
follows. The curve in Figure 20 shows that the negative disturbance 
growth rate, c^, approaches one asymptotic value as a approaches 0 and 
another asymptotic value as a approaches ». Therefore, for 
mathematical simplicity either a value of a = 0 or a = » could have 
been used. However, a value of a = 0 implies that there is no surface-
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tension gradient in a system contaminated by surfactants, which is 
unreasonable. Hence a value of a = «> was used. But the values of the 
stability group are expected to be very small considering the values for 
^5 -7 
assumed by Berg and Acrivos (7). They assumed that was 5 x 10 
e e 
-11 
for gaseous monolayers and 1 x 10 for condensed monolayers. The 
-10 -15 
corresponding values of a are 1.25 x 10 and 2.5 x 10 , respectively. 
Figure 21 shows that the critical Reynolds number increases to 11.0 for 
-10 
an a of 1.0 X 10 . On the other hand. Figure 20 indicates that the 
stability is almost independent of a over the range indicated. If the 
values assumed by Berg and Acrivos are valid, this implies that the 
stability of this system is independent of the properties of monolayers. 
However, it should be remembered that there were several drastic 
assumptions in this mathematical model with regard to transport 
mechanisms of surfactants and properties of surfactant monolayers. The 
model could have been too simplified to describe a real system. 
When the basic flow is retarded to a different degree by different 
values of the surface-tension gradient group, the result of the stability 
calculation will also be changed. Figure 22 shows the change of the 
initial disturbance growth rate at a Reynolds number of 10.0 for 
different basic states corresponding to different values of the surface-
tension gradient group. The stability increases when the basic flow is 
retarded although not significantly. 
Finally, calculations were made to see how the stability changes 
when a certain portion of the drop is assumed to have no disturbance. 
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Figure 21. Effect of stability group on critical Reynolds number. 
The critical Reynolds number of 10.4 at a = <*> increases 
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A spherical core at the center of the drop was assumed to have no 
disturbance. As expected, the stability increased as the radius of the 
undisturbed core increased, as shown in Figure 23. It may be noted in 
Figure 23 that the increase in the negative disturbance growth rate 
(indicating greater stability) becomes more rapid for larger spherical 
regions, which suggests that the region near the interface plays a 
more important role than the region near the center of the drop in 
determining the stability. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
(1) It is feasible to describe the flow within drops with forced 
internal circulation by solution of the Navier-Stokes equation using a 
Legendre polynomial series representation of the stream function in a 
meridian plane. There are two regimes of flow, rotational and non-
rotational. Rotational flow was observed above Reynolds numbers of 5.8 
in the absence of surfactant using a Reynolds number based upon drop 
viscosity, inlet velocity, nozzle diameter and drop density. 
(2) The presence of surfactants retards the interfacial flow, and 
the retarded interfacial flow changes the internal flow in turn. This is 
due to the effects of surface-tension gradient and surface viscosity, in 
which the former plays much more important role than the latter for 
gaseous monolayers. Increasing the surface-tension gradient resulted in 
a stagnant interface and decreased the region of rotational flow. 
(3) The simplified model used for the stability analysis showed 
that interfacial circulation was a manifestation of hydrodynamic 
instability. The instability increases with increasing Reynolds numbers 
of the basic flow, and a non-circulatory basic state becomes unstable 
when a fully developed rotational flow is reached. The disturbance 
which makes the non-circulatory basic state most unstable leads to two 
circulation patterns on the interface. 
(A) The presence of surfactants affects the instability in two 
ways, first by retarding the basic flow and second, by its effect on 
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that parameter which has been called the stability group. The effect of 
the former is relatively unimportant compared to that of the latter. 
The effect of the latter indicates that the instability increases with 
increasing surface-tension gradient and surface diffusivity. 
Recommendat ions 
(1) The mathematical technique used to obtain the flow patterns 
for the basic state may directly be applied to other drop problems. For 
instance, it would be interesting to see how the Hadamard solution 
deviates from the solution of the complete Navier-Stokes equation at high 
Reynolds numbers. 
(2) Although the effect of interfacial properties on stability as 
shown in this analysis agrees qualitatively with physical observations, 
its quantitative prediction is still open to question. More reliable 
predictions may be obtained by using more precise methods of estimating 
the interfacial properties. 
(3) For a complete analysis of the observed flow patterns of 
interfacial circulation, it is necessary to carry out similar analyses 
with two and four circulation patterns as basic states. It is then 
necessary to construct mathematical descriptions for these basic states. 
The type of analysis used in this work to predict an interfacial flow 
consisting of two circulation patterns may also be used for these 
further calculation. 
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APPENDIX A. DERIVATION OF THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS FOR BASIC FLOW 
In this appendix, the derivation of the finite set of ordinary 
differential equations which governs flow patterns of the basic flow is 
outlined. The governing equation written in terms of the stream function 
in the meridian plane is 
^ - a # 
= ^  E Tj; (A-1) 
2 
in which the differential operator E is designated by 
2 _ 32 sine 3 ,_1 3 . 
3r^ r 30 Sin9 36' 
The Legendre polynomial series representation for ip truncated at Nt 
is 
Nt 
*(r, 0) = sinfe [z g.(r) {P (cos0) - A } + F(r)J (A-2) 
i=2 * * * 
where P^ is the 2th order Legendre polynomial and A^ indicates 
A^ = Pg^cosn/2). In order to make the substitution of Equation (A-2) 
into Equation (A-1) more convenient, Equation (A-2) can be written as 
^(r, 0) = Z sin^e P g + sin^e *(r) 
Z ^ *-
where <j)(r) is defined as <j)(r) = F(r) - Z A.g. and 2 is the abbreviation 
Z I 
Nt 
of Z 
Z 
&=even 
First, it is necessary to calculate the various derivatives in 
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Equation (A-1). For instance» 
= Z sin^e + sin^e ,j,' 
= Z sinZe + sin^e ,j," 
3P (A-3) 
= 2 (sin^e + 2 sinScose P )g + 2sin0cos6 (ji 
Ou ^ do J6 jL 
2 3P 
-|2^  = Z [ 3 sin6cos6 "g^ + (2 - sin^S (4+2(&+1)) }P^] 
+ ZCcos^e - sin20)(j) 
g2p gp 
The property of Legendre polynomials, ~^QT + 2 ginS ~3^ ^  £(£+1)?^^ = 0, 
has been used in the last expression of Equation (A-3) to eliminate the 
second derivatives of P^. Substituting these expressions into Equation 
(A-1) gives 
4 3^0 4 4 
Z (sine P^L^g^ + cose — D^g^) + sine L^(j) 
= - f|(p (- sin^e ^  sja^g^ - 2 ^ ) - 2 sine cose 
Zm 
9P^ 2 SPm . 
- m(m+l) ^  }g£ + siofe P^ — g^(L^gj^)' + 2sin8cos0 
(Ôg^) + 2 sine cose + 4cos^8 ^  P^g^ ^  
2 3P 2 g 
+ 2 sine cose Pj^P^CSg^) (Ljgji) - 2sin2e P(L^g^) -f 
o S£ ~ 3P 9P^ 
+ 4cos20 P^ ^  (Dg^) - 4 sine cose ^ 
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o Z ^ 2 80 
+ Z (- Sin^e (L^g^ - 2 gf )*' - 2sin0cos0 P^{L^g^ - A(2+1) ^  
2 BP, 2 2 
- 2sinecos6 P^g^(L^(})) + sin^e g^CL^*)' + 2sin0cose P^g^(L^(|))' 
2 3P , 
+ Zsinecose + Acos^e (Dg^)(j) 
2 ^ 85 
+ 2sin0cos0 P^(L^g^)(D$) + Acos^O -gg- (D^) 
^ 2 o 2 
+ 2sin0cos0 P^(Dg^) (L^(j)) - 2sin20 — (L^4>)) 
2  2  2 2 - 1  
- 2sin0cos0 (L^(j))(j)' + 2sin0cos0(L^<j))4)'' + 2sin0cos0 (L^ij)) ((})' - — 4») j 
(A-4) 
in which the differential operators are defined as 
B - é - #  
= ZF? - (2 + *(%+!)} ^  
•t - - 2{2 + îU+l)} (2 + «(%+!)} 
1 
+ (&2+2_2) (22+2+4) -TT 
^ 1^^+ ^2 - 2(2+1)} ^  ] 
To eliminate the 0 dependence. Equation (A-4) is multiplied by 
P^(cos0) and integrated from 0 = 0 to 0 = Tr/2 using the orthogonal 
property of Legendre polynomials which may be written as 
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2 1 
/ sin0 P„P de = - . 6„ for even n. The result of the integration 
0 £ n 2n+l £n ° 
becomes 
= - ^  [Zï (2a^{in<nrt-l) -^ + SjBcL^g,)} + 
3cta 
(2 ^  + sjo-ls,}) + ^ 
+ + '^ Zm. ^  " I 
+ ^  (2a^^{£.(£+I) + ({»Ô(L^g^) + g^S(L^<|))} + (2 -pz" 
£ 
- + c^^ + g^(&*)}) + 2a^i})è(L^(j))] 
(A-5) 
where the coefficient constants are given by 
a = / sin0cos0 P„P P dS 
£inn £ m n 
c. = / cos^e p p p de 
£mn £ m n 
d = / sin0cos9 P.P P de 
£inn £ m n 
a = / sinScose P P d6 
£n £ n 
"to = ; si'"* 
^ c°s2e PjP^de 
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a = / sin6cos6 P d6 (A-6) 
n n 
where the integrations are carried out from 6 = 0 to 0 = w/2. 
In order to obtain a fom to work with more conveniently. Equation 
(A-5) is manipulated further by defining various constants and functions. 
After some algebra it is possible tc write the governing equation as 
1 4 
L g„ + Z d,_(D.g.) 2n+l n®n J £n^ 
= - H tf < + 
2m 
+ 2a FÔ(L^F)] (A-7) 
n 0 •" 
where the coefficient constants and functions are defined as 
1 
C„ = 2a„ + b. - 2a, A - 2a A - b A„ + 2A.A A 
&mn £mn &mn £nm mn 2 mn 2 2 m n 
2 
C„ = - b. + b. A 
2mn 2mn la m 
^£mn " " ^(^^&mn * ^&mn " ^^Jln'^m " ^ j^m\ ' 
Cpmn ~ 2{m(iiH-l) - (2+£(£+l))}a^^ + {2 + m(mfl) - £(£+1) }b 
+ '''•"ima * W + 
+ 2{2 + £(£+l)}a„ A -2{2 + m(m+l)}b A 
£n m mn £ 
= S[(2 + + (I + 
- 4(4 + t(I+l)}aj^A_^ - + 2 c }  
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= - 4(3%. - V.) f - \.f' 
Gin(r) = (- + "(«+!)> + 4(Cg^ + A^a^)] ^  
G%i(r) ' - V.) + 
+ (4 +£(£+1)) + 40^0^ ^  + 8{£(£+l)a 
+ 2(*%n - Vn' - 2:%.} ^  
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AITKIiDlX ii. CALCULATION OF CONSTANTS ASSOCIATED WITH 
LEGENDRE POLYNOMIAL SERIES REPRESENTATION 
Tlie integrals in Equation (A-6) are evaluated more conveniently 
when they are expressed in terms of a common integral, ^ defined as 
where x designates cos9. This is carried out by using various properties 
of Legendre polynomials (1, 34) which are 
- nP„.i 
(l-x2)p; . - - P„.i) 
nP = xP' - P' , 
n n n-1 
(n+l)P = - xP' + P' 
n n n+1 
(2n+l)P = P' , - P' , (B-2) 
n n+1 n-1 
Use of the relations in Equation (B-2) reduces the integrals in 
Equation (A-6) to the following formulas: 
^&mn " 2p+r ^^(Jl-l)mn^ 
'^Jlmn ™^^2mn ^&(m-l)n^ 
tamn - if & = 2 
^S,mn ^ ^^^(£,-2)mn ^m£n ^(£-2)mn 
- (2%-l)M(2-l)=n - (*-2)H(l_3)mn} * 
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£riin 
(b + c - c ) + b 
25,-1 omn mon m&n 2&-1 £mn 
i f  £  =  2  
(b, + c — c ) 4-
22,-1 (S,-2)mn m(&-2)n m£n 2£-l £iim 
if £ > 4 (B-3) 
In the formula for in Equation (B-3), there appear expressions 
in which one subscript is zero. Considering the properties of Legendre 
polynomials indicates that they represent 
9P (cose) it % 
omn 
= / sin2e ® 
98 P (cos9) d e  n 
TT 
^ 2- ™ 
3P (cose) 
c = / cos^0 
mon 0 36 
p (cose)de 
n 
(B-4) 
These expressions suggest a way to obtain formulas for a. , b , and c. . 
JCIX juH Artl 
They may be written as 
a ^  =  a „  
£n £no 
b. = b . 
£n n£o 
£n £no (B-5) 
Thus, the values of a , b , and c are obtained from the corresponding 
A^ii Jcn JvR 
formulas in Equation (B-3). There is no corresponding formula for 
and it is obtained separately by 
0 if n > £ 
£n 2 £ + l  
-1 
if n = £ 
if n < £ (B-6) 
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On the other hand, the formulas for a^ and are given in MacRobert (53) 
as 
(n-2)! a = 
n n4-2 
(-1)"^ 2*( Y + !)!( § - l)î 
\  °  2 : 4  :  t ::: 
The common integral is calculated by utilizing the fact that a 
product of two Legendre polynomials can be expanded as a linear 
combination of single Legendre polynomials. Since is a polynomial 
in X which contains only the powers of & + m, fi, + m+ 2, il+m-4, , 
it may be expanded as 
" ^£+m ^£-hn ^£-hii-2 ^£+m-2 ^£-ttn-4 ^£+m-4 * (^-8) 
where the last term is P^Cx) = 1 or P^(x) = x according as £. + m is even 
or odd. The coefficients of Equation (B-8) are derived by Neumann (34) 
and can be conveniently expressed as 
P P = a fp + P + -âCLÊâ p + ... 
£ m £+ml £4m «2 2,+m-2 £4m-A 
4- SnStf ••• 3?8-? p ] (B-9) 
«25 £+m-2sJ 
where 
= {(%+m)!}2(2£)!(2m)! 
£-Hn (2£4-2m) ! (£!m!)'^ 
^ -2s (2£+2m-2s+2) (2£-2s+l) (2m-2s+l) 
2£+2m-4s+l 
o _ (-2S-1) (2£+2m-2s+l) (2£-2s) (2m-2s) 
2£+2m-4s+l 
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Substituting Equation (B-9) to Equation (B-1) provides a formula to 
obtain as 
£mn 
N P P + P ^ 
Jlmn "£.-hn>- q &+m n «2 0 &+in-2 n a2G4 0 &+ni-4 n 
= a. ,P + p 
; 
+ SflB? ••• 6?s-? p p 1 
aoOLu «95 n 2-hn-2s n-» 
P + 
(B-10) 
"2°"+ ZS 0
The values of the integrals of double products of Legendre polynomials 
are readily available (53) as 
0 if n 3^ k and k + n is even 
1 1 
'o V. = 2n+l 
(-1) 
if n = k 
(^(n+k+l) nlk! 
2n+k 1 (n+k+1) { (^ n) !} { ! } 
if n 3^ k and k = n is odd 
(B-11) 
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APPENDIX C. TOROIDAL AND POLOIDAL VECTOR FIELDS 
Following Chandrasekhar (15), solenoidal vector fields are 
characterized by means of a toroidal and poloidal field representation in 
this appendix. Any solenoidal vector field can be written in terms of 
two vector components defined by 
T = V X (Y p) (C-1) 
S = V X [v X (0 ^3] (C-2) 
where Y and $ are arbitrary scalar functions of position, and r is the 
position vector. A field derivable by Equation (C-1) is said to be 
toroidal in the defining scalar Y, and a field derivable by Equation 
(c-2) is said to be poloidal in the defining scalar $. 
Considering that the position vector in spherical coordinates is 
written as rô^, in which 6^ is the unit vector in r-direction, suggests 
that the expressions of Equations (C-1) and (C-2) are especially 
convenient for use in this coordinate system. Writing the components 
of S and T in terms of spherical coordinates gives 
s , Se- i A -  ( c - 4 )  
2 
in which L stands for the operator defined as 
t2 _ 1 3 . ^  9 1 3^ _ 
sin9 30 ® 38 ~ sin^e ^ ^ 
To obtain a fundamental basis for these toroidal and poloidal 
fields, the defining scalars are expanded in terms of spherical harmonics 
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with coefficients which are allowed to be functions of r. That is 
CO +2 
Y ( r )  = 2  Z  T ^ ( r ) Y ® ( e , ( t )  
2=0 m=-9, 
- =» +& 
*(r) = Z Z S^(r)Y^(6,*) (C-6) 
2=0 m=-2 
Each element of the series may define elemental vector fields in the 
manner shown in Equations (C-1) and (C-2). Then, T and S can be 
decomposed in terms of these elemental vector fields as 
" ^ -m 
T = Z Z T^ 
2=0 m=-Jl 
S = Z Z S™ (C-7) 
2=0 m=-2 
where T™ is toroidal in defining scalar T^Y^ and is poloidal in 
defining scalar The components of T™ and S™ are 
®:>e=7 ' ' dr 30 * 
1 8Y™ 
where in simplifying the expression for use has been made of the 
identity 
I/Y™ = 2(2+1)Y^ (C-9) 
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The convenience in dealing with the toroidal-poloidal field 
representation is due to the following properties of T^ and S™: 
(a) T™ and S™ are both solenoidal. 
(b) V X T^ is poloidal in the same defining scalar T^Y^, and 
S* 
V X s° is toroidal in defing scalar - rV^( ~ Y^) in which 
is the Laplacian operator in spherical coordinates. 
(c) V X [v X (V X T^)] is poloidal in defining scalar, - L^T^Y^, 
and V X [v X (V X s™)] is toroidal in defining scalar, L^S^Y^. 
2 2 J 2 
Here the operator is defined by ^2 • 
(d) ^2^, Sj™ and §2™ which are toroidal and poloidal in the 
defining scalars and respectively, 
satisfy the following orthogonal properties. 
I s° . . 0 
where N (2- W j ! ' sinedGd*, and / is the 
Zir IT 
abbreviation of / / . 
0 0 
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If a velocity field is axially symmetric, the velocity expression 
in Equation (C-7) may be written as 
0 = j J l<-li S^P,. 1 - 1 T, ^  ] (CI, 
When there is no ())-component velocity, = 0. The expression then 
corresponds to the basic flow field which has been defined in terms of 
the stream function ij). 
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APPENDIX D. DERIVATION OF THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
FOR LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS 
In this appendix, a set of ordinary differential equations for the 
eigenvalue problem in linear stability analysis is derived from the 
governing equations for a disturbance flow written as 
V X [v X (V X u)] - XV X u + ReV x [u • VU + U • Vu] = 0 (D-1) 
V • u = 0 (D-2) 
When the disturbance flow u is written in terms of toroidal and 
poloidal fields. Equation (D-2) is satisfied automatically. The defining 
scalars are expanded by means of a spherical harmonic series satisfying 
the boundary conditions with respect to 0 and <J). For a specific value of 
the wave number m, the series truncated at an appropriate number of terms 
gives the expression for the disturbance flow as follows; 
cose S^Y^ + 2COS0 ^ S^Y^ 
ITR 
u = I 
Z  
cose 1 sfl + cose - Sine i sX 
+ si'G 1 iX 
The basic flow U was obtained in Chapter 3 and can be written as 
Nt , gf 
(sineP + 2cos6P ) 
s 
g: 
(D-3) 
U = 
- [ Z G g 8 g gg" + 2cos0 
Nt 
Z  (sin0P — ) + sinS ^  
s ® ^ ^ 
L 0 (D-4) 
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Before substituting Equations (D-3) and (D-4) to Equation (D-1), u 
is written in a different form to make the calculation associated with 
the first two terms in Equation (D-1) more convenient. That is u is 
decomposed as 
ITR 
Û = Z [cose Z% + W%] (D-5) 
where Z° = T™ + S™, and T™, S™, and W^are defined by 
Z' Z' 
im T y® 
r sin6 i £ 
- 7 
xm 
2cos6 
_ sine 
r 2 2 
sine 
r r sine £ £ 
(D-6) 
With this treatment, the first two terms in Equation (D-1) can be 
written as 
^ {V X [v X (V X u)] - X(V X u)} 
cose 
= V x [v x (V x z®)] + ( ^  - X)(V x z™) 
1 r/•« . .\%mt . 2cos6. =m 
cose {(9COS8) X ((v' + X)Z°) + (V :^^^) X Z* - V x ((V*" + X)Z^)} 
(D-7) 
Here, the relations 
V . = 0 
V X (Çv) = ÇV X V + VÇ X V 
have been us e d, and the summation over Z has been omitted. 
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When Equation (D-1) is integrated over the unit sphere after divided 
by cose and multiplied by an unit toroidal or poloidal, the integration 
of the first two terms on the RHS in Equation (D-7) is carried out 
conveniently by using the properties of toroidal and poloidal fields given 
in Appendix C. However, some tedious algebra must be carried out for the 
last term on the RHS in Equation (D-7) and the last term in Equation (D-1). 
Substituting Equation (D-6) to the last term on the RHS in Equation 
(D-7) gives 
r-component: 
sin6cos0 2 
2 ^ 
+ 2(2(2+1) + 2)y„ + 
0-component 
^-component: 
S  ^  S S  s  
[( ^ + 7 - aa+iHD ^ } - a(t+i)+2)(p P(^) - iw+D^} 
- 2(ta«)-2) + ( A H. i ) |2|| + 2{i 
- (l (i+l)+2) ^  + 4 ^  + 4im ^  ^  ®-8) 
where the differential operator V is defined by 
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in order to obtain these expressions, use has been made of the 
following relations: 
 ^IB ^  = ° 
+ 2 IfH p; + (KW) - ^  )P; = 0 
- nk ^ (»-9) 
The components of the last term of Equation (D-1) are 
r-component: 
, 3U 3u^ S^u^ ^ 3u, - 3U 3u^ S^u^ 
T ( inF 10^ + "r âFâe + + ^ 3 ( lûT lûf + "e 
sine e 30 r sine r 3r3$ résine 6 3e3$ e 3^ 
3U „ 3U„ „ 3u 
_JE. + Ç2ÊÈu —§.-uU +.S2ÊÈU U +—^ 
(J) 36 sine (J) 36 (J) 0 sine <{> r 36 
3« 9U Su 3U 3u 
— — (—-—2.+ U —^ ) 
-ZcinA ^ aA -r 3A 'r sine 34) 3r rés e 3# 36 r 3<j) 
6-component : 
3^u , 3^u 3u„ 3U 3u. 3^u 1 9  . <7  o w_ ou o  , u . , 
U — + ; \ (u — - u —- ) - ( —— —^ + u 4 
r sine r 3r3# résine 6 363$ 6 3$ 3r 3r r 3r^ 
1 , 3U^ 3u^ 32ut , 3u 3U 
+ lu ^ 
A. 
1 r r . 1 v , X i. t
r ^r 3r ' r ^ 3r 30 ^ "ô 3r36 ^ r sine 3<j, 3r résine 
_ U 5.) f!k+uf2à) _ cose ^ fjl) 
^ 34 36 8 3* ' r^ 4 3r r3r ' r sin0 ^  * 3r 6 3r '' 
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<f) - component : 
3U 3u 3\ 3u 3U 3u 3^ 3u 
ITIT "r lïT + 7 "r ir 7 ' "ITIF °e iïî? "e IT 
au 3U 3u B^u . 3U 3u 3^U 
+ ITT "r) - 7 ( irf lif + "r âFâe > " Ï? < "aiT "s^T + o* 
- 3 . . ' . . # ' . . . # . 3 3 . ^ . 3  
3u 3U 32U 3U 3u 3U 3U 3% 
+ 7(-3rinr + "e 2^5?+ "e i;r + "r inr ) -T < inrinr + "v sFSe ) 
, 3u 3U 32U 3U 3u 
" 72- < "sFTf "e "36^ - "e "36" " "e TT ^ 
The components of u and U in Equations (D-3) and (D-4) are substituted 
into Equation (D-10). Then, for each of these three components, there 
arises a very long expression written in terms T^ and as was done in 
Equation (D-8), and which will not be presented here. 
The task then is to apply the scalar product of a unit toroidal T ^  
to the vector equation of Equation (D-1) which is written in terms of T^ 
and S^, and to integrate the resulting equation over a unit sphere, 
0 < 0 < 17 and 0 < é < 2ir. The unit toroidal is defined by T (r) = 1 in 
the first expression in Equation (D-6). Likewise, Equation (D-1) is 
multiplied by a unit poloidal S ^  which is defined by S^^r) = 1 in 
Equation (D-6) and is integrated over the unit sphere. Repetition of 
this procedure for a series of n, i.e. n = (m +1), (m +3), ••• , ITR, 
gives two sets of ordinary differential equations which correspond to the 
series of unit toroidals and poloidals. After considerable algebra, it 
is possible to write the result as follows: 
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(1) For a series of unit toroidals: 
IXR , 1 2 , 3 s:' 4 s; s e s 
Z + Xr^c^^) ^  ^ + (C,^ + pr 
+ ^ + H^^(r) ^  )] = 0 
(2) For a series of unit poloidals: 
,1 2 _ 3 
I [^jr + %n + if'»!.) ?• 
+ + hn'-"'' "f + hn'-'"'' >1 = « 
for e,, n = (m + 1), (m + 3), * ITR (D-11) 
where M is defined as m»Re, and various coefficient constants, and 
£n 
and coefficient functions, H^^(r) and K^^(r) are given by 
4. = - i; 
= -2L(L+1)N'™'6„ - 2m^a° - a°' - 2a° + (2L+3)a°' 
In £ in 5 7 8 11 
c! =Ln'®0. - a°' 
£n I £n 1 1  
= 4L(L+1)N'™'Ô„ + 6m2a° + 2a°' + 8a° - 2(2L+3)a°' 
£n Ji £n 5 7 8 11 
= L{L(L-4)N™0. + 2m2a° + 2a° - (L+2)a°'} 
m £ £n 5 8 11 
Cg = - 2m2a° - 2a° + (L+2)a°' 
£n £ £n 5 8 11 
1 8 
H (r) = -2(a° - a° + a°') + E (a + a'- a - 2a + 2a + 2a') —§• 
£n 4 7 7 s 1 1 2 tf 7 7 
H (r) = (2a°+ a°'+ La°- va.^ a°+ a°+ a°'- a°) + 4(a°- a°- a°') 
33 4 5 7 7 8 r 4 7 7 ? 
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+ Z {(a —a + 2a + a'+ La — m^a + a + a'— a ) —^ 
s  1 2  3 3  4  5 5 5 8 ^  
Sg 
+ 2(-âj-aJ+ a^+ 2a^- 2a^-2ap } 
H^^(r) = {2a3+ a°'+ (L+2)a°- m^a®- a°- a°'- a^}*" 
+ 2{-2a°- (L+2)a°+ a°} + 2(-a°'+ m^a°- a°+ a°) 
+ Z [{-a;+2ag+ a*+ (L+2)a^- m^a^- a^-
Sg 
+ 2{-2a2- (L+2)a^4- a^} —— {- (S+l)a^- (S+2)a^ 
g 
+ m2(S+2)a^- a^- 2(S+l)a^+ (S+2)ag- a^- a*^} •^ ] 
= L(L+2)N'®'Ô„ - A°+ 2(L+2)a°+ 2m^a°- a°+ (2L+3)a° 
In 2 &n 3 4 57 11 
^loCr) = -2(V 4+ i (*1- 2*4+ 2*?- 2*14) 
K. (r) = (a°- a°+ a° ) ^  + 4(a°+ a°- a"^) ^  
2n ' 4 5 14 r 4 5 7 r 
r Sg 
+  I  ( a + a - a  +  a  -  a  +  a  )  —  
s '• 2 4 5 12 13 14 r 
Sg . 
+ {-2a^-a2+ 2(S+2)a^+ 4a^- 4a^- a^^+ 2a^^} p- J 
3 0 , 
K. (r) = - (L+2){a *" + Z a g"> (D-12) 
x.n 4 s 4 s 
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in which L = &(&+!), S = s(s+l), and N™'= (2 +i) (£-^1)1 ' 
The summation over s is the summation of the Legendre polynomial series 
for the basic flow. Therefore, the summation over s is summed up to 
s = Nt, and the summation over Z is summed up to £ = ITR. 
The a^'s are integrals of various products of Legendre polynomials 
and associated Legendre polynomials over 0 ^  0 ^  tt which are defined by 
a = / sine P P™P™d8 
1 s £ n 
a. = f —^ P P^™d6 
3 COS0 s £ n 
a. = / sine P P^'^de 
4 s £ n 
a = / P P?P°^de 
5 sine s £ n 
a^ = ; 42%. p pVds 
6 sin^e s £ n 
a = / cose P PVdS 
7 S £ n 
ag = / sine PgP%d6 
3i _ — / cose p p*p™de 
9 s £ n 
^0 = ^ ièë 
^12 = ' 
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S3 = vK" 
S iLix 
Eere a. is a shorthand notation for a. , for instance, 
1 im 
P,%de 
and its variations a°, a^, and a?' are given as 
0 o£n 
*i = *i m 
a! =. 
1 1 m 
a°' = a?°% 
1 1 m 
(D-13) 
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APPENDIX E. CALCULATION OF CONSTANTS ASSOCIATED WITH 
SPHERICAL HARMONIC SERIES REPRESENTATION 
In this appendix, formulas are derived to evaluate the integrals 
in Equation (D-13) which are integrals of various products of Legendre 
polynomials and associated Legendre polynomials. This evaluation is 
carried out more conveniently when they are expressed in terms of 
several common integrals as follows: 
f CE-1) 
in which x designates cosO. 
In order to express the integrals in Equation (D-13) in terms of the 
integrals in Equation (E-1), it is necessary to use various properties 
of Legendre polynomials and associated Legendre polynomials. They are 
the relations in Equation (B-2) for the Legendre polynomials and 
(x2-I)P°" + 2xP°' - {n(n+l) - = o 
n n 1—x^ n 
(x2-l)P™^ - (n-m+l)P™., + (n+l)xP^ = 0 
n n+i n 
(m-n+l)P™ , - (2nH-l)xP^ - (ntfn)P® , = 0 (E-2) 
nTi n n—i 
for the associated Legendre polynomials (1). 
Applying these rel tions to the integrals in Equation (D-13) gives 
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the following expressions; 
= -(%-m+l)R*(%+i)a -
^2 ®13 ~ ^12 
S ° + ^ 5 
% - "Clr. 
=5 = C. 
s ° «s+iV ((s+l)Q(a+i)(%+i)n + sQ(s-l)(t+l)n) " (*+^*14 
*8 = - <"+1)^1, + 
• (2s+l) ((s+l)Q(g+i);(n+I) •*• sQ(s-l)&(n+l))] 
*9 = - =V [(%-n+l)(n-m+l)(R%s_i)(%+i)(n+l) * 2^4 
( (s-l)a! + sajs-Z) (n+1) J J ^ (&4-1) (n-m+l) 
on 6 m 
a (s-l)2(n+l) ^  (n+1) (2-m+l)a(^"^^ (&+l)n _ (^+1) 6 m 6 m ^s~x 
^10 - - + C-^Dae'";"- -(2-^l)Q°s-U(it+l)n 
^11 = 
^12 = - ^ 'înn - ""s-Uto 
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-m _ çin 
^13 (s-l)£n (s-l)£n 
^14 = *5 - *4 (^-3) 
S i^n 
in which a. is the shorthand notation for a, 
1 X m 
Although there are four common integrals, is the most basic 
one, and the others are obtained in terms of N™. and a recurrence 
s£n 
relationship. The values of can be obtained by using Gaunt's 
formula (26) which is given by 
"stn = ° 
if any of the following are true 
(1) £ + s + n = odd 
(2) m > £ or m > n 
(3) £>s+n, n>s+£, ors>£+n 
otherwise 
»s _ ,_^.a-s-m (n+m) ! (2a-2n) !ai 
£mn (a-£) ! (a-s) ! (a-n) ! (2ori-l) ! 
T (_i)t (£-Hirft) ! (s+n-m-t) ! (2-4) 
t (£-m-t)I(s-n+m+t)!(n-m-t)1t! 
where a = ^ Max{o, n-s-m} ^  t ^ Min{n-m, £-m, s+a-m}. 
It may be noted that Equation (E-4) reduces to the usual expression for 
the orthogonality of associated Legendre polynomials when s is 0. 
The other integrals are calculated by the following formulas. 
^s£n " ^s(£-2)n %£(n-2) " ^s(£-2)(n-2) (£-1) (n-I) 
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R 
m 
s2n 
N 
.m 
o2n 
i f  s  <  O o r s  +  £.  +  n  =  e v e n  
if s = 1 
„ni 
'(s-2)£n + otherwise 
5* 
s£n 
if £, < m, n < m, or 
s + £ + n = even 
k - "^»=Ô0l-2)n' 
if S = 0 and £ # m 
1 ,in 
if s = 0 and £ = m 
N 
o£n 
if s = 0 
s (^-^)^?s-2)£n + (2s-l)Hl^s-i)£n 
otherwise (E-5) 
